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Political notes from 2003: May - August
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29 August 2003 (HIV)

Bush is abusing financial audits to punish an HIV prevention organization for oppositing Bush policies.

29 August 2003 (arrest)

A Russian TV magnate who is an enemy of President Putin has been arrested in Greece. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

It would not surprise me if he is guilty of some corrupt practices. At the same time, it is dangerous that Putin
has essentially eliminated all independent TV in Russia.

29 August 2003 (attacks)

A Palestinian suicide bombing and an Israeli missile attack torpedoed the cease-fire. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Uri Avneri explains how Sharon arranged for something like this to happen. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

29 August 2003 (more pollution please)

Bush plans to appoint a strong supporter of increased pollution to head the EPA. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

27 August 2003 (pollution please)

Bush plans to let electric generators increase pollution.

24 August 2003 (more deregulation)

The New York Times published a prominent story saying that more deregulation is the way to prevent the
power blackouts caused by past deregulation.
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They did not say that the many of experts cited in the story work for, represent or own the electric companies
that caused the problem. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

24 August 2003 (Bush, leave!)

Shiites in the Baghdad suburb of Sadr City demanded that Bush forces leave the area. This follows a gunfight
that broke out between a large number of protesters and the Bush forces there. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

If you know what happened there subsequently, please send me mail.

24 August 2003 (dirty list)

The Burma Campaign UK has published a " dirty list" of companies that have invested in Burma. Aung San
Suu Kyi, who was elected president in Burma but prevented by the generals from taking office, asks all
countries to impose trade sanctions, and asks people to penalize companies that do business there. (All
businesses operating in Burma must provide money to the dictators.) 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

They have also published a " clean list" of companies that stopped doing business in Burma. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Other reports say that some of the companies in the dirty list are already cutting their ties with Burma.

23 August 2003 (distortion)

The Blair administration changed its statements about Iraq at the last minute, distorting them to support the goal
of war against Iraq. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

An intelligence officer in the UK was complaining about this distortion as early as September 2002.

23 August 2003 (international treaties disregarded)

How the US twists and disregards international treaties: rogues, as defined arbitrarily by the US, have no right
to self-defense.

23 August 2003 (civilians being shot)

25 civilians per day are being shot in Baghdad. Some are being killed by the Bush forces, and others in battles
with robbers.

It is almost 3 months since Dubya declared victory. If this rate of killing keeps up for a year, it will add up to
9000 murders per year.

23 August 2003 (Judith Miller)

New York Times journalist Judith Miller appears to have beeen systematically planting falsehoods to help
Dubya's policies. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

23 August 2003 (sharia law)

Amina Lawal, who was sentenced to death by stoning for having sex while not married, is having an appeal. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]
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The appeal may save Amina from execution, but will not cure the root cause of the problem: sharia law. This
barbaric cruelty should not be tolerated anywhere.

23 August 2003 (African oil)

Bush has targeted African oil now.

We can expect Bush to arrange for his friends in the oil business to make most of the money off the oil
extracted from Africa, while the people of the countries the oil comes from remain poor (and get flooded by
global warming).

22 August 2003 (power failure)

Increased local generating capacity is a way to reduce the danger of catastrophic failures of the power grid. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

One of the causes of the blackout was that many nuclear power plants shut down. Reportedly they shut down
automatically after losing power. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Since these plants generate electricity, I am not sure how they can "lose power" while still operating. Does
anyone understand what's going on here? Also, if they need for some reason to have an external source of
power available, why don't they have backup generators to do that job?

22 August 2003 (Kucinich)

Dennis Kucinich, who is now running for president, started his political career by opposing privatization of
electric power in Cleveland. If you were blacked out last week, vote for Kucinich! 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

22 August 2003 (pipeline sabotage)

Sabotage of oil pipelines is preventing the Bush forces from exporting Iraqi oil to pay for the occupation. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Iraqis bombed the UN compound in Baghdad, perhaps in an attempt to make the UN refuse to participate in
the occupation. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Iraqis who support Saddam Hussein, if there are any, would not have done this, and neither would Iraqis who
just want Bush out of their country. The UN refused to authorize Bush's war, and the UN could possibly offer
Bush an easier way withdraw from Iraq; those Iraqis would want to invite the UN in, not scare it away. So I
can only suppose it was done by religious fanatics, whose goal is to defeat the whole West rather than to kick
Bush out.

So I think that Bush's dishonest and unnecessary war will turn out to be a disaster in terms of encouraging
terrorism. A disaster for Americans, that is. Bush, on the other hand, may find it useful, since he could point to
the danger of terrorism to excuse further attacks on freedom in the US.

22 August 2003 (power failure)

Mergers, deregulation, and blackouts: the causes of the Northeast power failure fall on Bush administration
policies. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]
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22 August 2003 (foreign visa programs)

US companies are using foreign visa programs to bring foreign workers to the US at a time when many in the
US, in high tech fields, are unemployed. It's a convenient way to move jobs permanently so they can pay their
workers less. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

22 August 2003 (suspected terrorist)

EFF founder (and free software contributor) John Gilmore was kicked off a plane for wearing a button saying
"Suspected Terrorist".

His point is that in the US today everyone is treated as a suspected terrorist, and no particular justification is
needed.

Gilmore is also suing the government and airlines to abolish the requirement for airline passengers to show
identification. I think he's doing this also for trains and buses. (I don't ride Amtrak because they demand ID
before selling a ticket.)

If you do e-commerce (which I don't, because I don't like the fact that it isn't anonymous), you can get your
own "Suspected Terrorist" button from here. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

I partly disagree with Gilmore--I think that searching air travelers for weapons is legitimate, and that even if the
searches are just 80% reliable (say), that would be enough to put a crimp in plans to hijack a plane that way.

20 August 2003 (Halliburton)

Cheney is being paid a million dollars a year by Halliburton, and is aiding his former company in various
corrupt ways. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

20 August 2003 (astrology false)

Thorough scientific studies show astrology is completely false.

The study of the lives of people who born at the same time and place is noteworthy because changing the
details of the astrological system cannot rescue it. Any system that claims people's lives or personalities depend
on the time and place of birth, regardless of the details, must be false.

The study which asked astrologers to match people with their charts is noteworthy because it shows that
whatever inchoate knowledge astrologers possess does not help.

19 August 2003 (police state)

How the USA PATRIOT act and the Homeland Security Act have laid unprecedented groundwork for a police
state in the US. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

19 August 2003 (law overturned)

Argentina has overturned a law that shielded the military government's torturers and murderers.

19 August 2003 (asbestos)
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The US senate is considering a plan to bail out companies that owe damages to asbestos victims--at taxpayer
expense. Halliburton, which is Vice President Cheney's former company, would receive a $3.5 billion handout.
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

19 August 2003 (Sherman Austin)

An interview with Sherman Austin, who has been imprisoned for the contents of his web site. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

"The Anarchist's Cookbook" used to be easily available in print. I wonder if it still is.

19 August 2003 (ethics probes)

Many Bush appointees are the subjects of ethics probes for their links with industry. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

19 August 2003 (Taliban)

In Afghanistan, the Taliban are getting stronger again.

19 August 2003 (end to armed conflict)

The Zapatistas in Chiapas have formalized an end to armed conflict with the Mexican government, and
unilaterally implemented the unratified accords which gave them local autonomy.

18 August 2003 (Voices in the Wilderness)

For years, Voices in the Wilderness delivered food and medicine to Iraq, violating US sanctions. Bush is trying
to fine them for that. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

You can sign the petition against this prosecution. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Voices in the Wilderness plans to continue delivering food and medicine to Iraq, despite the state of emergency
which Bush recently renewed. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

I guess Bush-style "freedom and democracy" does not include eating.

18 August 2003 (pay cut)

Bush planned to express his support for his troops in Iraq by cutting their pay.

18 August 2003 (carbon monoxide)

Over the last 30 years, controls on carbon monoxide emissions have saved 11,000 lives in the US. That equals
almost 4 September 11 attacks.

18 August 2003 (illegal eviction)

Police in Dublin aided an illegal eviction of squatters carried out by men with no identification or legal grounds
for an eviction.

Dublin, like many other cities, has a shortage of housing.
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http://www.counterpunch.org/merlin08162003.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20111204011053/http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A60306-2003Aug14
http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A60306-2003Aug14
https://stallman.org/archives/oldlinks/storyXjspXstoryX433497.html
https://www.csmonitor.com/2003/0818/p10s01-woam.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030823071107/http://www.nonviolence.org:80/vitw/pages/newPages/SBsummons_call_for_voices.html
http://www.nonviolence.org/vitw/pages/newPages/SBsummons_call_for_voices.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030826174553/http://www.petitiononline.com:80/usvvitw/petition.html
http://www.petitiononline.com/usvvitw/petition.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030804121517/http://www.truthout.org:80/docs_03/080203I.shtml
http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/080203I.shtml
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Troops-in-Iraq-face-pay-cut-Pentagon-says-tough-2561448.php
http://infocusmagazine.org/3.2/env_co.html
http://www.indymedia.ie/newswire.php?story_id=60423
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18 August 2003 (privatization)

The General Agreement on Trade in Services is a treaty designed by corporations to pressure governments into
privatization of water, schools, etc., and prohibit them from undoing it when the people object. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

"We now know that the EU, with the agreement of the UK Government, has chosen to target
working state and not-for profit service provision, for submission to the ultra free-market rules of
this agreement. This is most notably in water but they have also made extensive demands for
access to energy, transport and telecommunications markets in poor countries. In some cases they
are targeting countries where European companies have actually already been booted out by the
government or by public protest."

[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

16 August 2003 (held by Bush)

The lawyer for British citizens held by Bush in Guantanamo threatens to boycott their military kangaroo court
to protest its unfairness. She has not been allowed to speak with the defendants she is supposed to represent. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

16 August 2003 (conservative)

A psychological study identifies neuroses that can lead to conservative political views. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

16 August 2003 (contradictions)

A thorough analysis of what is known or reported about what Bush and Norad were doing on September 11
shows many contradictions among the reports. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

16 August 2003 (false accusations)

In February, Colin Powell made a speech at the UN with a long list of accusations against Saddam Hussein,
meant to justify the war. Comparing them now against the facts, most can be seen to have been false. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

13 August 2003 (shot randomly at civilians)

The Bush forces in Iraq were attacked, and then shot randomly at civilians.

13 August 2003 (security wall)

An article argues that the Israeli security wall is a non-issue, a distraction from the fact that the leaders on both
sides do not try to achieve peace, and that the US doesn't really care.

I think he is right that there are deeper issues than the wall. But when the wall cuts people off from their
farmland or from other towns, that is a real issue.

13 August 2003 (attacks with airliners)

There is evidence that CIA director Tenet knew before 9-11 that attacks with airliners were likely, and told
Bush before 9-11 also. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20030621170832/http://www.wdm.org.uk:80/campaign/GATS.htm
http://www.wdm.org.uk/campaign/GATS.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030322044348/http://www.wdm.org.uk:80/presrel/current/109gatsleak.htm
http://www.wdm.org.uk/presrel/current/109gatsleak.htm
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/britons-lawyer-threatens-to-boycott-terror-tribunal-100087.html
http://www.obv.org.uk/reports/2003/rpt20030813a.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/aug/13/usa.redbox
http://www.buzzle.com/editorials/8-12-2003-44149.asp
https://web.archive.org/web/20030512043255/http://www.cooperativeresearch.org:80/timeline/main/essayaninterestingday.html
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/timeline/main/essayaninterestingday.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20031001094516/http://www.notinourname.net:80/war_on_the_world/battle-cry-10aug03.htm
http://www.notinourname.net/war_on_the_world/battle-cry-10aug03.htm
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=3517050
http://www.mideastweb.org/fencingaround.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20020614142124/http://www.miami.com:80/mld/miami/3387673.htm
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[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

13 August 2003 (dash for cash)

A new web site tracks Dubya's special-interest campaign contributions.

13 August 2003 (protesters attacked)

German police attacked protesters near Cologne, who were planning to protest against a neo-Nazi march.

13 August 2003 (nuclear threat)

An article from 2001 reported that the US deployed tactical nuclear weapons near Afghanistan and was
prepared to be the first to use them.

13 August 2003 (racism)

A racist Israeli law prohibits Israel-Palestinian married couples from living together--either in Israel or in
Palestine. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Meanwhile, Israeli settlements in the West Bank have taken most of the available water. Now Palestinians find
it hard to get water to drink or wash. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

11 August 2003 (poverty increasing)

The number of homeless and hungry people in the US is increasing, as 30% of the population is close to
poverty. At the same time, cities that find homeless people to be ugly and inconvenient for the wealthy are
adopting laws to punish the homeless people and drive them away. (Where will they go? To the cemetary?)

I've been expecting this result from the Reagan/Clinton economic policies, including treaties such as GATT and
NAFTA that were designed to drive wages down. Instead of making things worse with the FTAA, the US
should repudiate GATT and NAFTA.

11 August 2003 (depleted uranium related illness)

Depleted uranium munitions are causing severe illness and death for thousands--including US veterans,
civilians in the US, and civilians in countries where US forces have fought, such as Bosnia, Afghanistan and
Iraq. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Americans: the primary purpose of the US army is to defend our country from attack. Do you want it to pollute
the US permanently by doing so? Wouldn't you rather it get rid of these DU munitions, so it won't have to
destroy the country in order to "save" it?

10 August 2003 (dirty tricks campaign)

Niger-Iraq whistleblower accuses Bush of "dirty tricks" campaign.

10 August 2003 (no Loch Ness monster)

A thorough sonar survey of Loch Ness shows there isn't any monster in the lake.

10 August 2003 (9/11)

http://www.miami.com/mld/miami/3387673.htm
https://www.citizen.org/our-work/government-reform/white-house-sale
https://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2003/08/275481.html
http://www.wnd.com/2001/10/11189/
https://web.archive.org/web/20030815085918/http://weekly.ahram.org.eg:80/2003/650/re6.htm
http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/2003/650/re6.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030821190755/http://asia.reuters.com:80/newsArticle.jhtml?type=ourWorldNews&storyID=3209807
http://asia.reuters.com/newsArticle.jhtml?type=ourWorldNews&storyID=3209807
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4305.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030503230055/http://www.sierratimes.com:80/03/05/02/article_io.htm
http://www.sierratimes.com/03/05/02/article_io.htm
http://groups.google.com/groups?selm=d73646e0.0308040918.64944f66%40posting.google.com
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/3096839.stm
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When the US overthrew the democratic government of Mossadegh in Iran, it laid the groundwork for the 9/11
attacks.

As a result, when the US government talks about promoting democracy in the Middle East, it is hard for
anyone there to take this seriously. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

10 August 2003 (loggerhead turtles)

90% of the loggerhead turtles population in Queensland, Australia disappeared between 1976 and 1997,
largely due to pollution. Only 300 remain. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Australia has started a program to protect them. These programs sometimes work but are far from certain.

9 August 2003 (NASA employees framed)

An FBI agent framed several NASA employees for corruption charges in 1992, says another agent who wants
to clear his conscience. He also says that the FBI's leadership knew about it. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

8 August 2003 ()

Al Gore, from whom one might not have expected it, made a hart-hitting speech accusing Bush of
thoroughgoing dishonesty and hostility to democracy. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

8 August 2003 ()

An Iraqi weapons scientist who tried to cooperate with the US is being held under arrest in Kuwait because his
information was not what Bush wanted to hear. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

8 August 2003 ()

The Bush forces are subjecting prisoners in Iraq to torture and inhuman cruelty. Some were found looting,
some are political prisoners, and some were arrested just for being in the wrong place. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

8 August 2003 ()

The Transportation Security Agency admits having a list of non-criminals to search and harrass at airports--a
list that is known to include American political activists with no connection to terrorism. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

8 August 2003 ()

A Bush executive order gives oil companies operating in Iraq legal immunity from a wide variety of lawsuits,
including for violating the human rights of civilians. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

5 August 2003 ()

Farmed salmon has high levels of toxic PCBs, which they get from the fish they eat. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

https://web.archive.org/web/20031207092927/http://lists.essential.org:80/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000158.html
http://lists.essential.org/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000158.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030806214746/http://www.cnn.com:80/2003/TECH/science/07/29/australia.turtles.reut/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2003/TECH/science/07/29/australia.turtles.reut/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030804055854/http://www.chron.com:80/cs/CDA/ssistory.mpl/metropolitan/2023938
http://www.chron.com/cs/CDA/ssistory.mpl/metropolitan/2023938
https://web.archive.org/web/20030808203739/http://www.moveon.org:80/gore-speech.html
http://www.moveon.org/gore-speech.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20031004173045/http://talkingpointsmemo.com:80/aug0301.html#080603329pm
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/aug0301.html#080603329pm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030803162401/http://www.americanfreepress.net:80/08_01_03/Prisoners_Brutalized/prisoners_brutalized.html
http://www.americanfreepress.net/08_01_03/Prisoners_Brutalized/prisoners_brutalized.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030820123230/http://aljazeerah.info:80/News%20archives/2003%20News%20archives/August/5%20n/US%20anti-war%20activists%20hit%20by%20secret%20airport%20ban.htm
http://www.aljazeerah.info/News%20archives/2003%20News%20archives/August/5%20n/US%20anti-war%20activists%20hit%20by%20secret%20airport%20ban.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810120822/http://www.earthrights.org:80/news/eo13303.shtml
http://www.earthrights.org/news/eo13303.shtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20030806100159/http://www.suntimes.com:80/output/news/cst-nws-salmon30.html
http://www.suntimes.com/output/news/cst-nws-salmon30.html
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5 August 2003 ()

With California's peculiar recall law, if the voters vote the same way as they did in the last election, Governor
Davis will be replaced by another candidate who gets fewer votes. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

5 August 2003 ()

The victory preventing a home in Qalquliya from being made into a "security area", so that its residents are
forbidden to go out the door, was short-lived. Here's more information from Gush Shalom.

5 August 2003 ()

The cost of "rebuilding" (and occupying) Iraq is increasing, and the idea of using oil to pay for it is not
working out.

4 August 2003 ()

Israeli peace activists blocked the building of the separation wall through the Amer family's front yard. If the
wall is built, they will be forbidden to leave their house without an army permit.

4 August 2003 ()

I just listened to a radio discussion about the Pentagon's canceled plan to establish a futures market for
predictions about political developments in the Middle East. The person who set up this research project said it
would be a way the US might add a little to its intelligence about the region.

The absurd thing is that this is just a side issue. The best way the US can improve its intelligence about the
Middle East is to stop Bush from distorting it by "cherry-picking" the reports that supports the conclusions he
prefers.

4 August 2003 ()

Attacks against the Bush forces in Iraq are running at 10 to 20 per day. On July 27 they once again fired at
protesting Iraqis. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

4 August 2003 ()

The Economist condemns the Bush plan for military trials instead of real courts. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

4 August 2003 ()

Bush is pushing a plan for a pipeline in Peru that would enrich his cronies while endangering the ecosystem. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

4 August 2003 ()

Here's a joke I received in the mail:

Attorney General John Ashcroft visited an elementary school to give a civics presentation. After
he finished, he asked the young boys and girls, "Are there any questions?"

Bobby raised his hand and said, "I have three questions. How did Bush win the election with
fewer votes than Gore? Are you using the Patriot Act to limit civil liberties? And why haven't you

https://web.archive.org/web/20031008092038/http://www.nightsong.com:80/phr/recall.html
http://www.nightsong.com/phr/recall.html
https://stallman.org/extra/detained.html
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4323.htm#Top
https://stallman.org/extra/wall.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810200941/http://truthout.org:80/docs_03/072903H.shtml
http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/072903H.shtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810200010/http://truthout.org:80/docs_03/072903G.shtml
http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/072903G.shtml
https://www.sfgate.com/green/article/Peru-natural-gas-pipelines-plant-ignite-2575244.php
http://www.chron.com/cs/CDA/ssistory.mpl/business/2018237
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caught Osama bin Laden yet?"

Just then, the bell rang and the teacher announced it was recess. Half an hour later, the children
returned. Ashcroft said, "Let's start where we left off. Are there any more questions?"

A girl raised her hand and asked, "Is it really legal to hold suspected terrorists without letting them
talk to attorneys? Why did the recess bell go off 10 minutes early? And where did Bobby go?"

4 August 2003 ()

British troops occupying Basra are not facing guerrilla war--not much, at least--but the city is still in violent
chaos with no sort of civil authority. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

3 August 2003 ()

A tetanus vaccine used in the Philippines also contained substances that might make women infertile, according
to the Philippine Medical Association. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

I see a couple of loose ends in the suggestion that this was a deliberate plan to test a vaccine against pregnancy.
For one thing, if only 20% of the samples include the contaminant that might prevent pregnancy, the
experiment would not be very effective. Why did they not put it in 100%? Second, if someone has a vaccine
that really works to prevent pregnancy, why not test it openly and honestly? There are plenty of women who
get sterilized because they don't want more children, and many might be glad to try a non-surgical method.

3 August 2003 ()

Human Rights Watch reports that the warlords who rule most of Afghanistan are behaving cruelly, and in
particular stopping girls from going to school, destroying one of the gains that resulted from the US invasion.

3 August 2003 ()

Violent chaos is spreading in Iraq, as Bush claims of restoring a functioning society turn out to be window
dressing.

3 August 2003 ()

40 Bush lies listed and debunked. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

3 August 2003 ()

US corporations are still overestimating their earnings despite insufficient post-Enron reforms. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

3 August 2003 ()

Dick Cheney's believe it or not. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

3 August 2003 ()

Iraqis say (Bush) troops are too eager to shoot, and kill harmless civilians. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

https://web.archive.org/web/20031203171113/http://www.arabnews.com:80/?page=7&section=0&article=29739&d=3&m=8&y=2003&pix=opinion.jpg&category=Opinion
http://www.arabnews.com/?page=7&section=0&article=29739&d=3&m=8&y=2003&pix=opinion.jpg&category=Opinion
https://web.archive.org/web/20030818142500/http://www.akha.org:80/admin/documents/tetcanadianlabs.htm
http://www.akha.org/admin/documents/tetcanadianlabs.htm
https://www.hrw.org/reports/2003/afghanistan0703/
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4300.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801210753/http://babelogue.citypages.com:8080/sperry/stories/storyReader$526
http://babelogue.citypages.com:8080/sperry/stories/storyReader$526
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810223526/http://www.tompaine.com:80/feature2.cfm/ID/8511
http://www.tompaine.com/feature2.cfm/ID/8511
https://web.archive.org/web/20030811132954/http://www.buzzflash.com:80/contributors/03/07/30_cheney.html
http://www.buzzflash.com/contributors/03/07/30_cheney.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030808204011/http://www.bayarea.com:80/mld/mercurynews/news/special_packages/iraq/6408003.htm
http://www.bayarea.com/mld/mercurynews/news/special_packages/iraq/6408003.htm
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A raid meant to kill Saddam Hussein killed many civilians instead. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

3 August 2003 ()

The start of the deportation hearing for Amer Jubran, a Palestinian human rights activist in the US, was marked
by unfair conduct by the judge.

Previously the government tried intimidating witnesses for the defense. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

2 August 2003 ()

Bush forces turn a raid to capture Saddam into a massacre of civilians.

2 August 2003 ()

Project Censored lists the 25 most important buried news stories of 2001-2002. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

2 August 2003 ()

Bush has denied and obstructed access by the 9/11 inquiry to many different kinds of crucial information. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

The inquiry's delayed report shows that either the Bush White House knew about the potential of terrorists
flying airplanes into skyscrapers, or the CIA (which did know) failed to tell the White House. But which?
Some of the documents Bush refused to show to the inquiry would have shown which.

There is a strange correlation between falls in Bush's poll ratings and terror alerts--suggesting that the real
purpose of these terror alerts is only to manipulate public opinion. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

2 August 2003 ()

The Israeli Army has a tradition of applying the highest standards to itself, but due to the prolonged occupation
these standards have turned into hypocrasy. Palestinial children are frequently shot even when there is no
fighting going on, and then the army denies the facts.

2 August 2003 ()

US colonel takes family of Iraqi general hostage. This is a war crime, according to treaties the US has signed.

31 July 2003 ()

Greek lawyers have taken a case against Tony Blair to the International Criminal Court for war crimes against
Iraqi civilians.

31 July 2003 ()

Dubya is accused of delaying a congressional report on 9/11 because it mentioned the fact that there was no
link to Iraq.

White House vs CIA: who is telling the truth? 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

https://web.archive.org/web/20030803183812/http://truthout.org:80/docs_03/072903B.shtml
http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/072903B.shtml
http://amerjubrandefense.org/
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801092645/http://www.axisoflogic.com:80/artman/publish/article_908.shtml
http://www.axisoflogic.com/artman/publish/article_908.shtml
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4245.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801190945/http://www.buzzflash.com:80/farrell/03/07/29.html
http://www.buzzflash.com/farrell/03/07/29.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030811132428/http://www.buzzflash.com:80/contributors/03/07/29_denied.html
http://www.buzzflash.com/contributors/03/07/29_denied.html
https://supreme.findlaw.com/legal-commentary/the-911-report-raises-more-serious-questions-about-the-white-house-statements-on-intelligence.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030811132602/http://www.buzzflash.com:80/contributors/03/07/29_poll.html
http://www.buzzflash.com/contributors/03/07/29_poll.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jul/28/israel
http://www.antiwar.com/comment/kidnap.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/3101697.stm
https://www.upi.com/Defense-News/2003/07/25/White-House-delayed-9-11-report/94911059178258/
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810220621/http://discuss.washingtonpost.com:80/wp-srv/zforum/03/sp_nation_goodman072203.htm
http://discuss.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/zforum/03/sp_nation_goodman072203.htm
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30 July 2003 ()

Mugabe's supporters are wiping out wildlife in preserves in Zimbabwe.

29 July 2003 ()

Scientists in the UK report that there is no knowledge about how use of genetically modified crops might affect
wildlife. The danger is that the use of high-power weed killers with crops engineered to be immune to them
could wipe out wild plants and the animals that depend on them. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

29 July 2003 ()

Scott Ritter (former UN weapons inspector) says that the UK has had a special group to produce distorted
intelligence reports about Iraq ever since 1991. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

29 July 2003 ()

Condoleezza Rice has been proved to be either incompetent or dishonest in handling the fraudulent Iraq-Niger
uranium evidence. She was also telling people in the government back in July 2002 that the decision to attack
Iraq had already been made. This confirms the impression we had that all the "evidence" and "reasons" were
just for show. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Dick Cheney is also facing accusations of deceiving the public and distorting the intelligence system, from
Melvin Goodman, a former CIA agent. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

29 July 2003 ()

As Japan presses for an increase in hunting of whales, it turns out there is so little demand for whale meat in
Japan that it's being used for dogfood. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

29 July 2003 ()

24 deceptions in 704 words: analyzing Dubya's 2003 State of the Union address. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

29 July 2003 ()

A Coke plant in India sucks so much water out of the ground that local people's wells have run dry. They can't
afford to buy the bottled drinking water that coke sells. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

The Coca Cola plant has tried to help local farmers by providing some of its wastes for them to use as fertilizer.
Unfortunately it contains toxic metals including lead.

28 July 2003 ()

Russia is trying to extradite a Chechen exile from the UK, claiming that he is a "terrorist". Now it turns out that
a main Russian witness was tortured by the Russians and forced to lie. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

http://ens-news.com/ens/jul2003/2003-07-11-19.asp#anchor8
https://web.archive.org/web/20030814090302/http://www.countrylife.co.uk:80/CountrysideConcerns/News/gmreview.htm
http://www.countrylife.co.uk/CountrysideConcerns/News/gmreview.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810012529/http://www.sundayherald.com:80/34491
http://www.sundayherald.com/34491
https://web.archive.org/web/20030802084831/http://www.buzzflash.com:80/contributors/03/07/25_condi.html
http://www.buzzflash.com/contributors/03/07/25_condi.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20031008061018/http://www.democracynow.org:80/article.pl?sid=03/07/25/1443241
http://www.democracynow.org/article.pl?sid=03/07/25/1443241
https://web.archive.org/web/20030726074809/http://seashepherd.org:80/media_info2.asp?ID=33
http://www.seashepherd.org/media_info2.asp?ID=33
https://web.archive.org/web/20030726031143/http://www.buzzflash.com:80/contributors/03/07/22_sotu.html
http://www.buzzflash.com/contributors/03/07/22_sotu.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20031001190402/http://www.corpwatch.org:80/news/PND.jsp?articleid=7728
http://www.corpwatch.org/news/PND.jsp?articleid=7728
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/3096893.stm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030817115856/http://www.russiajournal.com:80/news/cnews-article.shtml?nd=39621
http://www.russiajournal.com/news/cnews-article.shtml?nd=39621
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27 July 2003 ()

Officials in the US are trying to prevent a meeting of the Palestinian Solidarity Movement.

27 July 2003 ()

The UK human rights group Liberty says that UK police in 2003 repeatedly used "anti-terrorism" laws to crush
protests.

See this [pdf]. Note that each "page" of that file contains two side-by-side pages of the report. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

27 July 2003 ()

The Bush administration is offering corporate criminals plea bargains so that they can escape real punishment
for their crimes. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

27 July 2003 ()

"Designer clothes" made by the inmates of a Berlin prison are being bought by many Europeans who consider
them chic. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

The article reveals that the inmates make only 12.5 euros per day, around 15 dollars. Do the purchasers of these
clothes really want to buy from sweatshops?

I believe there are treaties against exporting goods made by prison labor; it could be useful for people in
Germany to study whether the export of these clothes violates them.

25 July 2003 ()

How schools in New York pressure pregnant students to drop out. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

24 July 2003 ()

The Bush forces in Iraq are arresting people, even people who opposed Saddam, without paying much
attention to guilt or innocence, without notifying their relatives or their nations' consulates. And some of the
prisoners are being tortured in various ways. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

This isn't as bad as what Saddam did, but it's getting there. Just give them time to establish some military
"courts" and we may see executions as well.

Meanwhile, it seems that Saddam's sons were killed by the Bush forces. I have no sympathy for them, since
from all reports they were nasty tyrants, but I don't think their death is going to alter Iraqi resentment towards
the occupying forces.

24 July 2003 ()

Sharon knows he must publicly give the appearance of cooperating with Bush's roadmap for peace, but his real
actions give the Palestinians next to nothing in exchange for their cease fire. It's only a matter of time before
they decide that the cease fire is a failure.

https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2003/07/20/16290651.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20031116063519/http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk:80/issues/pdfs/casualty-of-war.pdf
http://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk/issues/pdfs/casualty-of-war.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20030812085307/http://lists.essential.org:80/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000157.html
http://lists.essential.org/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000157.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20050219201305/http://www.dw-world.de:80/dw/article/0,,921379,00.html
http://www.dw-world.de/english/0,3367,1431_A_921379_1_A,00.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801080235/http://www.villagevoice.com:80/issues/0330/lerner.php
http://www.villagevoice.com/issues/0330/lerner.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20031002105147/http://www.arabnews.com:80/?page=7&section=0&article=29234&d=23&m=7&y=2003&pix=opinion.jpg&category=Opinion
http://www.arabnews.com/?page=7&section=0&article=29234&d=23&m=7&y=2003&pix=opinion.jpg&category=Opinion
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/WO0307/S00265.htm
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Israel used to say that it needed true peace with Arab countries, not just peace in name. Now the Palestinians
need real peace with Israel, not just peace in name.

24 July 2003 ()

Bush made a public statement that Saddam Hussein had refused to admit UN weapons inspectors.

"The larger point is, and the fundamental question is, did Saddam Hussein have a weapons
program? And the answer is, absolutely. And we gave him a chance to allow the inspectors in,
and he wouldn't let them in."

[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

As we all know, that's not true. Either Bush is an extremely audacious liar, or he is good at creating a fantasy
world which he then believes.

More evidence that his administration has a high capacity for self delusion is the fact that the Bush forces made
no real plans for what to do in Iraq after the war. They expected to be welcomed as liberators and to install
Challabi to rule for them. When it became clear that wouldn't work, they were at a loss.

23 July 2003 ()

The Association of Civil Rights in Israel accused the Israeli government of an effort to " undermine the
foundations of democracy" in Isreal. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

23 July 2003 ()

A New Deck of Cards: Operation Hidden Agenda. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

23 July 2003 ()

Israel is about to deport eight international peace activists, in an attempt to crush nonviolent resistance to the
occupation. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

23 July 2003 ()

Coral reefs in the Carribean are 80% dead, due to human activity.

23 July 2003 ()

As the US tramples human rights in its little piece of Cuba, and proposes to impose severe punishmemts
without real trials, the Castro regime is doing likewise in the rest of Cuba.

And the Castro regime cites the US to say "We're not so bad". 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Isn't it a shame that Bush has lowered the US to a level where Castro can point to it for this purpose?

23 July 2003 ()

A Canadian journalist in Iran, who was arrested just for taking pictures of a prison, died while in custody from
a blow to the head. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20030717120758/http://www.whitehouse.gov:80/news/releases/2003/07/20030714-3.html
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2003/07/20030714-3.html
http://www.spacewar.com/2003/030712104431.flihzzv4.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030724115406/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/spages/320787.html
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/320787.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030622020844/http://www.operationhiddenagenda.com:80/
http://www.canoe.ca/CNEWS/WeirdNews/2003/07/19/140540-ap.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030803121221/http://www.palsolidarity.org:80/pressreleases/PR_17Jul03_14_42_38JerusalemISMMediaOffice.htm
http://www.palsolidarity.org/pressreleases/PR_17Jul03_14_42_38JerusalemISMMediaOffice.htm
https://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/07/18/1058035205047.html
http://pantheon.hrw.org/legacy/press/2003/04/hcirtestimony041603.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030806053147/http://www.canf.org:80/News/070703newsc.htm
http://www.canf.org/News/070703newsc.htm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/3070895.stm
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[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

22 July 2003 ()

David Kelly, the inside source who told the BBC that Blair's administration had exaggerated its claims about
Saddam Hussein's supposed weapons of mass destruction, appears to have killed himself. Before he died he
blamed the government, not the BBC, for making his role public.

Some people are speculating that Kelly was murdered, because of the absence of any suicide note. However,
his family seem to believe it was suicide.

21 July 2003 ()

Although the cease-fire has brought an end to suicide bombings in Israel, Israeli troops continue acts of terror
against Palestinians. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

21 July 2003 ()

The so-called "worst of the worst", imprisoned without trial by Bush in Guantanamo Bay, include three
children of ages 13 to 15.

21 July 2003 ()

The US government is developing systems for tracking your movements everywhere, by car or by foot. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

21 July 2003 ()

Award-winning journalists report on the extent of corporate censorship in US news media.

21 July 2003 ()

An article argues that Americans have realized all along that Bush & co are deceiving them, but they want to
be deceived. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

19 July 2003 ()

A major newspaper in Belarus has been shut for three months for criticizing the government. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Censorship is not limited to Belarus. Simon Shaw was arrested in Edinburgh for displaying "Fuck Bush" and a
swastika on an upside-down American flag.

Shaw is not a Nazi; rather he was comparing Bush to a Nazi. But he was perversely accused of "inciting racial
hatred". There is a campaign to support him by sending "Fuck Bush" postcards to the police who arrested him,
and to display signs at his trial. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

I must confess I feel somewhat uncomfortable with that slogan. I'd rather not describe what I feel about Dubya
using a word that refers to making love.

19 July 2003 ()

http://famulus.msnbc.com/FamulusIntl/reuters07-18-095047.asp?reg=AMERICAS
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/3080939.stm
https://web.archive.org/web/20060907171241/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=318874&contrassID=2&subContrassID=14&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=318874&contrassID=2&subContrassID=14&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://pantheon.hrw.org/legacy/press/2003/04/us042403.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030720045056/http://www.villagevoice.com:80/issues/0328/shachtman.php
http://www.villagevoice.com/issues/0328/shachtman.php
https://www.wanttoknow.info/mediacover-up
https://web.archive.org/web/20030718042637/http://counterpunch.org:80/publius07152003.html
http://www.counterpunch.org/publius07152003.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810230643/http://www.spring96.org:80/viewn.php?id=415&pagelang=en
http://www.spring96.org/viewn.php?id=415&pagelang=en
https://web.archive.org/web/20031003214400/http://www.mtcp.co.uk:80/news.php?id=20
http://www.mtcp.co.uk/news.php?id=20
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Zacharias Moussaoui is accused of planning to participate in the September 11 attacks. The judge in his trial
ruled he has a right to call witnesses, including a prisoner in US custody, Binalshibh. But the US government
refuses to let Binalshibh testify.

Of course, they say this is for "national security", which is the standard excuse, but here it is absurd. Security
from whom? Al Qa'ida already knows whatever Binalshibh was planning. The only thing they don't know is
how much he has told the US, but they must know what he could tell, and they are smart enough to have
planned for the worst case. So this has to be just an excuse for undermining the trial.

18 July 2003 ()

A proposed US law would make it a felony to distribute even one song through a peer-to-peer music sharing
network. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

The record companies, and the legislators who serve them, will stop at nothing to keep the public divided and
helpless. US citizens, please call or write to your congressional representatives and say that music sharing
should be legal.

18 July 2003 ()

Bush created a "shadow intelligence network" to provide reports skewed to suit Bush policies. The reports
from the professionals in the CIA were too objective for him. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

18 July 2003 ()

The military non-trials that Bush plans for prisoners in Guantanamo supposedly offer them the possibility to use
a civilian lawyer. But any lawyer who agrees to do this would become almost a prisoner himself. The
possibility is simply a fraud. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

18 July 2003 ()

Metallica defends its legal action claiming exclusive rights to use the E and F chords together. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

It's a hoax; there's no real legal action. But some real copyright and patent claims are just as ridiculous as this--
and all software patents are just as outrageous. (See http://softwarepatents.co.uk.)

18 July 2003 ()

UK minister Jack Straw misleadingly cited 12-year-old Iraq nuclear activities (before the first gulf war) to give
the impression they were recent. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

15 July 2003 ()

The 9/11 investigation accuses the Bush administration of stonewalling and trying to intimidate witnesses.

15 July 2003 ()

The CIA knew of the Iraq-Niger forgeries a long time ago and told various people in the Bush administration.
Now they are trying to blame CIA director Tenet for not telling Bush before Bush referred to this as truth.

http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/07/14/moussaoui/
https://web.archive.org/web/20030811181612/http://wireservice.wired.com:80/wired/story.asp?section=Politics&storyId=764305
http://wireservice.wired.com/wired/story.asp?section=Politics&storyId=764305
https://web.archive.org/web/20030719114637/http://www.guardian.co.uk:80/Print/0,3858,4714031,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/Print/0,3858,4714031,00.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030812153345/http://www.guardian.co.uk:80/Print/0,3858,4714050,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/Print/0,3858,4714050,00.html
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/947373/posts
http://www.scoopthis.com/411/met_uf/stc_met_uf.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801180706/http://www.khilafah.com:80/home/category.php?DocumentID=7828&TagID=2
http://www.khilafah.com/home/category.php?DocumentID=7828&TagID=2
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jul/10/september11.usa
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jul/13/iraq
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However, another article says that Tenet in fact informed the White House about this in October.

The Veteran Intelligence Professionals for Sanity talk about what Condoleeza Rice and Dick Cheney knew and
when. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

15 July 2003 ()

Bethlehem sees little change after Israeli "pullout".

14 July 2003 ()

The Observer, in London, suggests that the "war on drugs" has failed and should be abandoned.

14 July 2003 ()

Europe is not bowing down to US pressure to market genetically organisms under the table. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

It is noteworthy that the US government wants the World Trade Organization to rule that Europeans are not
allowed to know whether their food is genetically modified. This illustrates why the World Trade Organization
must be abolished.

14 July 2003 ()

Former Ambassador Joseph C. Wilson investigated the Iraq-Niger uranium documents and told the CIA, state
department and Cheney's office they were forged--before Dubya referred to them in the State of the Union
Address. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

14 July 2003 ()

Korean activists are on hunger strike to protest against a large government database collecting information
about students. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

While South Korea's government is nowhere near as bad as North Korea's, we must not let the contrast make
us assume that South Korea's government fully respects freedom and human rights.

13 July 2003 ()

An Israeli helicopter pilot trainee was cashiered and the army won't say why, but he believes it is because he
expressed qualms of conscience about killing civilians. The commander who cashiered him said he feels
nothing at all when he drops a bomb that will kill people. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

13 July 2003 ()

Why bother with Faux News or Commercial-Nationalist News? Get your patriotic news about Iraq straight
from the people who make it up, in the Ministry of Truth.

13 July 2003 ()

Three conservative foundations have paid to produce and air a show on PBS which is designed to disguise the
conservative party line as careful academic thought. It brings on dissenters but carefully arranges for them to

https://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/07/13/1058034878151.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030719145245/http://counterpunch.org:80/vips07142003.html
http://www.counterpunch.org/vips07142003.html
http://news.findlaw.com/international/s/20030703/mideastbethlehemdc.html
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2003/jul/13/drugsandalcohol.drugs
https://web.archive.org/web/20030718225018/http://non-gm-farmers.com:80/news_details.asp?ID=520
http://www.non-gm-farmers.com/news_details.asp?ID=520
https://web.archive.org/web/20030713155113/http://truthout.org:80/docs_03/070903C.shtml
http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/070903C.shtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801205841/http://www.apc.org:80/english/news/index.shtml?x=12832
http://www.apc.org/english/news/index.shtml?x=12832
https://web.archive.org/web/20070423173732/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=313190&contrassID=2&subContrassID=5&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=313190&contrassID=2&subContrassID=5&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.minitrue.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20031203212053/http://www.mediatransparency.org:80/stories/thinktank.html
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lose. It also violates the PBS funding rules. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

The show's name is "Think Tank", but "Septic Tank" might be more appropriate.

12 July 2003 ()

Amnesty International reports that US agents have used various forms of torture against suspected Al Qa'ida
members: beating them, throwing them against walls, depriving them of sleep, and tying them in painful
positions. In Guantanamo Bay, 25 prisoners have tried to commit suicide. (Amnesty Now, Summer 2003
issue.)

Is this the behavior of a civilized country?

12 July 2003 ()

A Guantanamo Bay prisoner who was released is demanding compensation from the US government for the
way he was treated there. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

12 July 2003 ()

Elections in the US can easily and tracelessly be rigged by the Republican-controlled companies that make the
voting machines. Journalist Bev Harris has nailed down the possibility. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

12 July 2003 ()

Greg Palast investigated the favoritism that got Dubya into the Air National Guard, so he could avoid going to
Vietnam. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

11 July 2003 ()

The UK is increasing its military support for Colombian government despite that government's support for
death squads.

11 July 2003 ()

Colin Powell was pressured into endorsing bogus claims about Iraq. He called the speech he was asked to read
" bullshit".

10 July 2003 ()

The US is once again trying to impose deadly patent restrictions on poor African countries. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Clinton had Gore doing the same thing, until he realized it would look bad for the 2000 election.

10 July 2003 ()

A group of Iraqi leaders met and called for self-rule, and criticized US plans to continue dominating Iraq. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

10 July 2003 ()

http://www.mediatransparency.org/stories/thinktank.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030728064749/http://www.ananova.com:80/news/story/sm_798607.html
http://www.ananova.com/news/story/sm_798607.html?menu=news.latestheadlines
https://web.archive.org/web/20030726060549/http://www.theinquirer.net:80/?article=10393
http://www.theinquirer.net/?article=10393
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801182632/http://www.gregpalast.com:80/detail.cfm?artid=233&row=1
http://www.gregpalast.com/detail.cfm?artid=233&row=1
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jul/09/colombia.davidpallister
http://dissidentvoice.org/Articles5/DVNS_Iraq-WMD-Lies.htm#Article1
https://web.archive.org/web/20030812084853/http://lists.essential.org:80/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000156.html
http://lists.essential.org/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000156.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030806040419/http://occupationwatch.org:80/article.php?id=107
http://occupationwatch.org/article.php?id=107
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A Briton facing a military court in Guantanamo Bay is expected to face a stark choice: plead guilty or die.

The choice of citizens of various allies as the first batch to be threatened with execution seems to be a
calculated gesture of contempt towards those countries, a demonstration to them that they have to take a kick in
the teeth from the US. I hope that the pressure in the UK builds up to the point that Blair will be unable to keep
supporting Bush.

Another Briton plans to sue the city of New York after police chained him and dragged him along the ground.
He was arrested for not paying the fare on the bus-- they were not interested in looking at his receipt.

I find this report entirely believable, because my personal experience is that many police are ready to make
false accusations without the slightest qualm. Their power has corrupted them.

10 July 2003 ()

Arms control experts now accuse the Bush regime of distorting intelligence information to justify attacking
Iraq.

10 July 2003 ()

The US-supported Afghan government has banned a newspaper and arrested its editor for "blasphemy". 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Americans, that is your tax dollars at work.

10 July 2003 ()

Hong Kong's government delayed an anti-democracy bill after half a million people protested. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

10 July 2003 ()

A New York school principal forced students to get tested for pregnancy after they went to a party.

9 July 2003 ()

The specter of Vietnam hangs over Iraq today, and not just because of the gradually increasing guerilla
resistance. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

9 July 2003 ()

A town in Michigan erupted in flames in June, after police callously murdered a local man and then crowed
about what they had done. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

9 July 2003 ()

Both the Republican and Democratic parties accept money from corporate criminals. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

8 July 2003 ()

Police in Montreal removed and arrested activists who were protesting for affordable housing. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

http://www.croydonguardian.co.uk/news/391440.plead_guilty_or_die/
http://www.croydonguardian.co.uk/news/391001.ordeal_at_hands_of_new_york_police_department/
http://www.statesman.com/news/content/coxnet/iraq/ap_story.html/Intl/AP.V4289.AP-US-Iraq.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030802103829/http://www.rationalistinternational.net:80/archive/en/rationalist_2003/111.htm
http://www.rationalistinternational.net/archive/en/rationalist_2003/111.htm#1
https://web.archive.org/web/20030812021558/http://www.againstarticle23.org:80/en/newsdetail.php?id=448
http://www.againstarticle23.org/en/newsdetail.php?id=448
http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/07/08/student.pregnancy.tests/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030627175329/http://www.tompaine.com:80/feature2.cfm/ID/8206
http://www.tompaine.com/feature2.cfm/ID/8206
https://web.archive.org/web/20030711153947/http://www.frac.ws:80/supportbh.html
http://www.frac.ws/supportbh.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030726165018/http://lists.essential.org:80/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000155.html
http://lists.essential.org/pipermail/corp-focus/2003/000155.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030812184410/http://www.globeandmail.com:80/servlet/story/RTGAM.20030706.uprot0707/BNStory/National/
http://www.globeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20030706.uprot0707/BNStory/National/
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It gets very cold in Montreal in the winter. I would hate to have to sleep on the streets there.

8 July 2003 ()

An important former UK judge calls for marijuana to be treated like tobacco and alcohol. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

Actually, tobacco and alcohol seem to be more dangerous than marijuana, because they are addictive with
physical withdrawal symptoms (not the case for marijuana), and many people use them very heavily.

8 July 2003 ()

Senator Byrd demands Bush account for the deception over Iraq. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

8 July 2003 ()

Israel is continuing non-stop expansion of its settlements on Palestinian territory despite the "withdrawal" of
troops from parts of the Gaza Strip. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

6 July 2003 ()

When MEP Martin Schulz criticized Berlusconi, Berlusconi responded by saying Schmidt would be great for
the movie part of a concentration camp commander.

This was interpreted as a terrible insult, and many officials pressed Berlusconi to apologize. He refused, then
said something people took to be an apology. But now he says it was not an apology.

I think I understand why Berlusconi feels he does not need to apologize. It is because he did not mean the
comparison with fascism as a criticism. In his mind, it was a compliment.

6 July 2003 ()

A controversial study finds that "passive smoking" does not cause heart disease or cancer. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

I have not studied the details and I cannot form a scientific opinion of the validity of this or other studies; I hope
the question will be studied carefully and objectively.

Regardless of the issue of passive smoking, I support prohibition of smoking in most public indoor spaces, for
two reasons. One is that dense smoke can be quite painful for nonsmokers. The other is that bars and music
venues, where many young people go and nearly everyone smokes, probably pressure many into taking up
smoking, or smoking more often. It is wrong to prohibit recreational drugs, even dangerous ones like tobacco,
but discouraging people from taking up dangerous drugs should have very high priority.

6 July 2003 ()

Will the palestinian cease-fire last? Uri Avnery's commentary.

6 July 2003 ()

Just as Bush is preventing the EPA from talking about global warming, the World Meteorological Organisation
has announced that "extreme weather events" such as tornadoes are increasing, a consequence of global
warming, and that record high temperatures are being observed in many places around the world.

https://web.archive.org/web/20030715214047/http://www.theherald.co.uk:80/news/archive/7-7-19103-23-58-22.html
http://www.theherald.co.uk/news/archive/7-7-19103-23-58-22.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030626172932/http://www.commondreams.org:80/views03/0624-11.htm
http://www.commondreams.org/views03/0624-11.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20060304122530/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=313560&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=313560&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.abc.net.au/correspondents/content/2003/s895601.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/news/justin/weekly/newsnat-5jul2003-17.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030609050928/http://www.nbr.co.nz:80/home/column_article.asp?id=5960&cid=17&cname=
http://www.nbr.co.nz/home/column_article.asp?id=5960&cid=17&cname=
http://zope.gush-shalom.org/home/en/channels/avnery/archives_article257/
http://www.cnn.com/2003/WEATHER/07/03/wmo.extremes/
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5 July 2003 ()

A man in Oklahoma has been sentenced to life in prison for spitting at a polceman.

If a policeman hits you and your blood gets on him, would you be sentenced to life in prison?

5 July 2003 ()

The US State of Maine has adopted a law to reduce CO2 emissions. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

4 July 2003 ()

An article argues that the real movers and shakers in the US have decided to dump Bush.

4 July 2003 ()

The Bush government proposed to solve the problems of the Middle East with a new "free" trade zone. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

These "free trade" agreements, like GATT and NAFTA, typically subordinate democracy, the environment,
public health, and labor standards to the dictates of megacorporations. Putting aside the issues mentioned in that
article, I expect that such a treaty would impose unjust laws on the countries that sign it.

4 July 2003 ()

A French judge who has fought corruption wrote a book about her experiences. The book has been banned in
French. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

4 July 2003 ()

The UK government decided not to prosecute a woman with multiple sclerosis who provided marijuana to
others with the same condition. Only marijuana relieves the pain. She is disappointed with the decision,
because she wanted to use the trial to publicize the issue. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

I can understand her intention to commit suicide. Multiple sclerosis can leave a person permanently helpless,
and she can remain so for years since it is not directly fatal. It's not unusual for people in this situation to ask for
help in killing themselves.

4 July 2003 ()

Several Palestinian militant groups have announced a temporary end to attacks on Israelis, even against settlers
stealing their land. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

The question now is whether Sharon will take steps that allow Palestinians who are not involved in violence a
decent life.

4 July 2003 ()

The Bush forces canceled an election in the Iraqi town of Najaf because they were unhappy with who they
thought would get elected. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

https://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/07/03/1057179092599.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030724203631/http://actionnetwork.org:80/ct/qdqU_JF1hcF6/maine
http://actionnetwork.org/ct/qdqU_JF1hcF6/maine
http://www.fromthewilderness.net/free/ww3/070103_beyond_bush_1.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801155555/http://www.agrnews.org:80/issues/232/worldnews.html#us
http://www.agrnews.org/issues/232/worldnews.html#us
https://web.archive.org/web/20030801155555/http://www.agrnews.org:80/issues/232/worldnews.html#french
http://www.agrnews.org/issues/232/worldnews.html#french
https://web.archive.org/web/20031208184337/http://news.bbc.co.uk:80/1/hi/scotland/3037282.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/3037282.stm
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/en/doc/2003-07/02/content_242434.htm
http://www.guardian.co.uk/worldlatest/story/0,1280,-2849099,00.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20111204005416/http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A14714-2003Jun19
http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A14714-2003Jun19
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There you have it--Bush league democracy, Florida style.

4 July 2003 ()

To join Bush's "most wanted" deck of cards, now there's a "most wanted" deck of cards for war profiteers. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

3 July 2003 ()

A peaceful British protester in Greece was beaten by police, then framed with a planted bag of explosives
[pdf]. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

3 July 2003 (intel emails)

California's Supreme Court exonerated an ex-Intel employee who sent critical emails to other Intel employees.
Intel claimed he had committed "trespass" on Intel's computers.

2 July 2003 ()

The real reason for Dubya's attack on Iraq has been revealed: he thinks God told him to do it. All the reasons
he gave us were actually irrelevant. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

2 July 2003 ()

The Indian government developed its plans to send troops for the occupation of Iraq secretly, without informing
the Indian people.

2 July 2003 ()

Violence against women in Pakistan is at terrible levels.

2 July 2003 ()

Students in the Chinese University of Hong Kong are asking for support for their campaign for democracy in
Hong Kong.

28 June 2003 ()

Just as reports were circulating that Hamas might agree to a truce, Israeli forces used rockets to attack a Hamas
activist, killing several bystanders. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

28 June 2003 ()

Dubya's nominee to run the DEA flees from woman in wheelchair. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

28 June 2003 ()

Police in the UK have been criticized by a judge for bugging conversations between suspects and their
lawyers.

In the US, on the other hand, Bush gave orders to do this.

https://web.archive.org/web/20030618120843/http://warprofiteers.com:80/index.html
http://www.warprofiteers.com/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030821194530/http://www.wombles.org.uk:80/files/demo_leaflet.pdf
http://www.wombles.org.uk/files/demo_leaflet.pdf
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/stories/2003/06/30/daily10.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030704024037/http://www.tmtmetropolis.ru:80/stories/2003/06/27/120.html
http://www.tmtmetropolis.ru/stories/2003/06/27/120.html
https://www.thehindu.com/2003/07/01/stories/2003070100771000.htm
https://www.dawn.com/news/1064724/dawn-editorial-june-30-2003
http://logic.itsc.cuhk.edu.hk/~z044122/right.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810114806/http://www.thestar.co.za:80/index.php?fSectionId=132&fArticleId=177005
http://www.thestar.co.za/index.php?fSectionId=132&fArticleId=177005
https://web.archive.org/web/20031008084335/http://www.mpp.org:80/DontConfirmTheRaids/confront.html
http://www.mpp.org/DontConfirmTheRaids/confront.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/facethefacts/transcript_20050819.shtml
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28 June 2003 ()

Dubya has nominated another caveman for a federal appeals court. Refreshingly, the Democratic Party is
organizing opposition. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The nominee is quoted as saying that if the choice of a sexual partner were protected by the Constitution,
"prostitution, adultery, necrophilia, bestiality, possession of child pornography, and even incest and pedophilia"
also would be. He is probably mistaken, legally--but that is unfortunate. All of these acts should be legal as
long as no one is coerced. They are illegal only because of prejudice and narrowmindedness.

Some rules might be called for when these acts directly affect other people's interests. For incest, contraception
could be mandatory to avoid risk of inbreeding. For prostitution, a license should be required to ensure
prostitutes get regular medical check-ups, and they should have training and support in insisting on use of
condoms. This will be an advance in public health, compared with the situation today.

For necrophilia, it might be necessary to ask the next of kin for permission if the decedent's will did not
authorize it. Necrophilia would be my second choice for what should be done with my corpse, the first being
scientific or medical use. Once my dead body is no longer of any use to me, it may as well be of some use to
someone. Besides, I often enjoy rhinophytonecrophilia (nasal sex with dead plants).

28 June 2003 ()

A large study reports that Marijuana has no major long-term effects on the brain. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

26 June 2003 ()

The UK government is accused of building a DNA database by stealth. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Meanwhile, they recently proposed to enter all newborn babies in their DNA database as a matter of course. I
guess babies are not terribly concerned about governmemt surveillance.

26 June 2003 ()

Bush dominates a nation of victims using the same sort of verbal abuse that other bullies use. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

I had not noticed these specifics myself, but I had noticed that the tone of what Bush says is often hectoring and
cruel. Other nations need to start defying Bush's bullying--not just quietly, but publicly, so that they can stir up
defiance elsewhere. Quiet resistance may win a specific battle but does not tend to stiffen others' resistance.

25 June 2003 ()

A former WTO negotiator says, "Free market trade policies hurt the poor. The IMF and World Bank orthodoxy
is increasing global poverty."

25 June 2003 ()

Superweeds evolve resistance to Roundup, casting doubt on whether the expensive Roundup-resistant GM
seeds will really do what they are supposed to do.

25 June 2003 ()

https://web.archive.org/web/20030720043609/http://mailer.democrats.org:80/rdr/002KK007v70001D
http://mailer.democrats.org/rdr/002KK007v70001D
https://stallman.org/articles/texas.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030720083231/http://asia.reuters.com:80/newsArticle.jhtml?type=topNews&storyID=2998961
http://asia.reuters.com/newsArticle.jhtml?type=topNews&storyID=2998961
https://web.archive.org/web/20071215125525/http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/06/26/ndna26.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/06/26/ixhome.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/06/26/ndna26.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/06/26/ixhome.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030702140957/http://www.alternet.org:80/story.html?StoryID=16243
http://www.alternet.org/story.html?StoryID=16243
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2003/may/19/globalisation.politics
https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2003/06/23/16215681.php
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Bush made the EPA censor a report to omit discussion of global warming. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

24 June 2003 ()

Another American has been secretly arrested as part of Dubya's war on human rights. This time he supposedly
had a trial-- a secret trial.

A secret trial is a sham trial. Even in trials that meet all the usual standards of fairness, dishonest authorities can
often railroad innocent people--they suppress evidence, they buy testimony from convicts, etc. But the defense
lawyer and public scrutiny can act as a check on injustice. The government's story of what happened in this
secret trial cannot be verified. Did he really plead guilty, or did they just decide to pretend he did?

24 June 2003 ()

Global fishing has reduced the number of large predatory fish by 90% in a few decades--and the few that
remain are small. The world's fish populations are in great danger. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

24 June 2003 ()

Burma has put its elected president, Aung San Suu Kyi, in prison again. They used a mob attack on her
followers as the excuse. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

24 June 2003 ()

An Israeli writer explains the distorted language that is used to disguise the realities of the occupation of
Palestine. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Israel has been steadily taking away the Palestinians' water resources. The checkpoints and walls that block
travel make it hard for many Palestinians to obtain the little water available to them.

The Israeli water minister says it's all the fault of Palestinians who tap Israeli pipes and drill illegal wells. This is
transparently absurd--what else should they do, when their water has been stolen?

24 June 2003 ()

UK MP Galloway, who strongly opposed war with Iraq, was accused by two newspapers of being on
Saddam's payroll. One of them has now apologized, after determining that the documentary evidence against
him was forged.

24 June 2003 ()

Sharon made a show of fake toughness in dismantling a one-house illegal settler outpost. The army made the
job look difficult on TV by not trying its usual effective methods. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The only way to end the violence is to end the occupation that crushes all Palestinians. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

24 June 2003 ()

https://web.archive.org/web/20030811140942/http://web.morons.org:80/article.jsp?sectionid=1&id=3423
http://web.morons.org/article.jsp?sectionid=1&id=3423
http://www.newsday.com/news/local/longisland/columnists/ny-nybres223342370jun22,0,4554234.column?coll=ny-li-columnists
https://web.archive.org/web/20030523190308/http://dsc.discovery.com:80/news/afp/20030512/fish.html
http://dsc.discovery.com/news/afp/20030512/fish.html
http://burmatoday.net/irrawaddy/irrawaddy_e/2003/06/030620_suukyi_ir.htm
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A13316-2003Jun19.html?nav=hptoc_w
https://web.archive.org/web/20070424212816/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=302161&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=302161&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/2982730.stm
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2003/jun/21/iraq.media
https://web.archive.org/web/20030628163404/http://www.gush-shalom.org:80/archives/article255_heb.html
http://www.gush-shalom.org/archives/article255_heb.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030630031348/http://dailystar.com.lb:80/opinion/20_06_03_b.asp
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/opinion/20_06_03_b.asp
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UNOCAL is being sued in the US for its use of the Burmese military government to impose brutal security for
UNOCAL's pipeline in Burma.

24 June 2003 ()

A BBC camera team was ejected from the Guantanamo Bay prison camp and some of its recordings were
erased.

23 June 2003 ()

To prove how cruel it is, the Blair regime plans to imprison people for 14 years for having a party where
someone smokes pot.

The tyrannical nature of this law lies in its attempt to conscript people as enforcers and punish them for failing
to restrict others.

22 June 2003 ()

The new head of the Republican National Committee is a corporate lobbyist who worked for Enron. Later,
after the collapse of Enron, he lobbied against regulation of accountants to make similar fraud less likely.

22 June 2003 ()

A British official warns of chaos in Iraq; troops may have to stay for 4 years, and reconstruction efforts are
inadequate.

22 June 2003 ()

A part of Pakistan has adopted the injustice of Islamic law. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

22 June 2003 ()

Senator Levin accused the CIA of sandbagging UN weapons inspectors with bad intelligence. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

21 June 2003 ()

Bush is now citing the looting of Iraqi ministries as the excuse for why the Bush forces have not found any of
the supposed WMDs.

One has to wonder why Bush didn't order his forces to prevent the looting, which continued systematically for
some days.

21 June 2003 ()

The UK proposes to offer gay couples a legal relationship equivalent to marriage. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

It is not formally considered "marriage", so these relationships may not be recognized by other countries.

21 June 2003 ()

UK ministers accuse Blair of lying about Iraqi weapons. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2003/06/266615.shtml
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2003/jun/21/cuba.usnews
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2003/jun/22/drugsandalcohol.immigrationpolicy
https://www.citizen.org/sites/default/files/gillespie_june.pdf
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/british-official-warns-of-chaos-in-iraq-109227.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030726040950/http://www.rationalistinternational.net:80/archive/en/rationalist_2003/110.htm
http://www.rationalistinternational.net/archive/en/rationalist_2003/110.htm#1
https://web.archive.org/web/20040225084650/http://jerusalem.indymedia.org:80/print.php?id=117435
http://jerusalem.indymedia.org/print.php?id=117435
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/radical-bill-will-give-gay-couples-equal-legal-rights-109363.html
http://www.lam-online.com/news/uk_ireland/story.jsp?story=416530
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/exposed-blair-iraq-and-the-great-deception-109364.html
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/930800/posts
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One of these ministers called it an "honorable deception", apparently meaning to say that it is honorable to lie
to the public to stir up a war if it is the way to suck up to a great power. A strange idea of honor, that.

19 June 2003 ()

Senator Hatch advocates "destroying the computers" of people who share music on the internet. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

It is no accident that harsh and tyrannical measures are proposed for this, because the goal is completely wrong
to begin with. Sharing music on the internet is not wrong and it should be legal. It does not even hurt musicians
(except for a few rich ones who will do fine anyway, because most musicians get zero money when you buy
their CDs.

Music sharing perhaps hurts the record companies, the companies that mistreat both the musicans and the
listeners. If so, that is another argument in its favor.

19 June 2003 ()

The US took a step away from being a free society, as a US appeals court approved Dubya's secret arrests
which were carried out en masse after September 11.

19 June 2003 ()

Protests in Iran against the religious government continue.

18 June 2003 ()

46 people are being freed from prison in Texas because it was determined that charges brought against them
were fabricated by a dishonest cop.

The point that struck me most is that so many people pled guilty to false charges that had no evidence to
support them. They must have believed that defending themselves in court was not a real option. They may
figure that the system is biased against them. Their court-appointed lawyers may have told them not even to
think about it, and may have assumed their clients were guilty.

18 June 2003 ()

A UK citizen is in jail in Japan and faces a long sentence for drug smuggling. He was pressured to sign a
statement he could not even read, which turned out to be a confession. The court refused to listen to evidence
that could have proved he was duped by a traveling companion.

Another article said he was pressured to sign the confession through being kept in solitary confinement for
months.

Sentences like this for people who really smuggle drugs are part of the harm done by prohibition of drugs.
Conviction through an unfair trial is icing on the cake.

18 June 2003 ()

The parents of Tom Hurndall, who was shot and turned into a vegetable by Israeli troops while he was
protecting unarmed Palestinians, met with the British foreign secretary, putting him under pressure to reject the
phony Israeli description of how they shot Hurndall.

18 June 2003 ()

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/2999780.stm
http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&u=/ap/20030617/ap_on_hi_te/downloading_music
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2998366.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/2996958.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2994572.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/2942990.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/london/2996490.stm
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Iranians are protesting because the French government raided an Iranian opposition group and confiscated its
funds. One protester in London set himself on fire.

Aren't the People's Mujaheddin freedom fighters? When did they become "terrorists"? Just goes to show, one
man's freedom fighter is another man's terrorist.

17 June 2003 ()

A Bush forces helicopter was shot down by opposition in Iraq. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

One Bush commander reports having "made significant progress" in restoring security. In Vietnam they
typically said that too, whether it was true or not.

The invasion of Iraq provided the occasion for some nuclear waste materials to disappear. Some were taken by
people who lived in the area and who now may be getting sick from it. Some may be in the hands of careful
thieves who might now pass it on to terrorists.

17 June 2003 ()

An Israeli newspaper reports Bush put a certain amount of pressure on Sharon to cooperate with the
Palestinians. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

But it came to nothing, as we all know. Sharon's attacks started a renewed cycle of violence.

17 June 2003 ()

Chomsky discusses the implications of the Iraq war. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

17 June 2003 ()

The Colombian government, along with its widespread paramilitary terrorism (in which US-trained officers
play a big role), is now trying to crush the unions of state employees. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

16 June 2003 ()

A detailed report on the failure of Bush's search for the fabled Iraqi weapons of mass destruction. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The exaggeration of the Iraqi threat follows a pattern of US exaggeration of the military capabilities of
adversaries. For instance, Paul Wolfowitz (an important Bush advisor) exaggerated Soviet military capabilities
too. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

16 June 2003 ()

If catching Osama bin Laden doesn't really matter, if catching Saddam Hussein doesn't really matter, if the
supposed Iraqi weapons of mass destruction don't really matter, is there anything left that matters?

16 June 2003 ()

The principal characteristics of fascism--so you can rate the government of your country. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/london/2998702.stm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030614090646/http://www.guardian.co.uk:80/worldlatest/story/0,1280,-2781532,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/worldlatest/story/0,1280,-2781532,00.html
http://www.news.com.au/common/story_page/0,4057,6474350%255E1702,00.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030619162135/http://www.haaretzdaily.com:80/hasen/spages/302079.html
http://www.haaretzdaily.com/hasen/spages/302079.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030620204427/http://www.altpr.org:80/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=article&sid=19&mode=thread&order=0&thold=0
http://www.altpr.org/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=article&sid=19&mode=thread&order=0&thold=0
https://web.archive.org/web/20030701083826/http://www.colombiasolidarity.org.uk:80/Urgent_actions/15June2003.html
http://www.colombiasolidarity.org.uk/Urgent_actions/15June2003.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20031206021830/http://www.mirror.co.uk:80/news/allnews/page.cfm?objectid=13029551&method=full&siteid=50143&headline=87%2
http://www.moveon.org/r?447
https://web.archive.org/web/20030623233046/http://www.fareedzakaria.com:80/articles/newsweek/061603.html
http://www.fareedzakaria.com/articles/newsweek/061603.html
http://nationalcatholicreporter.org/fwis/fw052703.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030516212036/http://www.secularhumanism.org:80/library/fi/britt_23_2.htm
http://www.secularhumanism.org/library/fi/britt_23_2.htm
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15 June 2003 ()

The UN extended a special exception for the US, that US troops are immune from prosecution for war crimes.

Given the belligerence of the US, US troops are particularly likely to engage in war crimes--for instance,
dropping cluster bombs on inhabited areas in Iraq.

15 June 2003 ()

Barbershop wisdom says that Bush is in trouble on Iraq. Perhaps he will never be elected president. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The Democratic Party is accusing Republicans of blocking an investigation of the basis for the statements that
Bush made to justify the attack. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

15 June 2003 ()

The UK government claims that satellite surveillance of all cars will be the only way to prevent road
congestion. There is another way: build trains instead of highways, leading to subsequent development that
encourages train travel instead of car travel. But instead of doing this, the UK government is planning
expensive new highways that go through areas that don't want them. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

15 June 2003 ()

A Palestinian argues that Palestinians should abandon the idea of a separate state, and instead use nonviolent
resistance to demand equal rights. I'm not entirely convinced, but it is worth thinking about. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Part of his argument is that the Israel will never allow a Palestinian state to control its own resources. It seems
valid that Palestinian state would indeed be doomed to poverty if Isreal keeps control of all the water, for
instance. However, one possible conclusion is simply that establishing a Palestinian state must involve giving it
control over the water resources of the occupied territories.

Also, in order for nonviolent protest to do any good, there needs to be a government that isn't prepared to crush
it with brutaliy. Israel has not hesitated to use violence against unarmed civilians and has closed off Palestinian
areas to both foreign and Israeli witnesses and reporters.

15 June 2003 ()

An EPA report says that violation of the Clean Water Act are common and fines for violations are tiny. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

15 June 2003 ()

A large fraction of humanity, in both rich and poor countries, gets its water supplies from underground aquifers.
A UN report says that these aquifers are being depleted rapidly.

14 June 2003 ()

Wolfowitz admits that the evanescent Iraqi weapons of mass destruction were just a convenient excuse for war.
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1052251824532&call_pageid=968332188492&col=968705899037
https://web.archive.org/web/20051025135006/http://news.pacificnews.org:80/news/view_article.html?article_id=b13451dcbd0678aa043173b4193d3a1e
http://news.pacificnews.org/news/view_article.html?article_id=b13451dcbd0678aa043173b4193d3a1e
https://web.archive.org/web/20030623140032/http://mailer.democrats.org:80/rdr/002Ky00cK70001D
http://mailer.democrats.org/rdr/002Ky00cK70001D
https://web.archive.org/web/20031001124016/http://www.transport2000.org.uk:80/news/OuterM25Final.htm
http://www.transport2000.org.uk/news/OuterM25Final.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20020701001615/http://news.pacificnews.org:80/news/view_article.html?article_id=282
http://news.pacificnews.org/news/view_article.html?article_id=282
https://web.archive.org/web/20030608094455/http://www.cnn.com:80/2003/TECH/science/06/06/water.pollution.reut/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2003/TECH/science/06/06/water.pollution.reut/index.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2966322.stm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030623134736/http://adrianm.host.sk:80/wmd_excuse_for_war.txt
http://adrianm.host.sk/wmd_excuse_for_war.txt
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As explained in previous notes, Wolfowitz and other Bush advisors belong to a clique that has been pushing
for years for a US attack on Iraq.

14 June 2003 ()

The AAA lobbies for road building, and against pollution control and car safety requirements. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

There is an alternative called www.betterworldclub.com which doesn't do this. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

14 June 2003 ()

The Blair government has effectively admitted distorting intelligence reports to deceive the public. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

I find a fallacy in the article's argument that, because people urged continuing arms inspections rather than war,
we cannot attach any significance to the failure of the Bush forces to find any Iraqi weapons of mass
destruction. The arms inspectors were limited in the number of sites they could visit per day, and had to deal
with Saddam; Bush can send as many inspectors as he wants to, and Saddam is no longer in control. And
whereas Bush did not give the UN inspectors useful information, his own forces presumably have the
advantage of the great US intelligence.

14 June 2003 ()

Sharon plans to dismantle a number settler "outposts"--typically uninhabited trailers placed on a site to indicate
the intent to establish a settlement later. This seems to be the full extent of his "concessions" to the Palestinians
for peace: a retraction of some, but not all, future possible seizure of their land. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The settlers have announced they will just make more outposts to replace those that are removed.

14 June 2003 ()

Prison guards are on trial in the US for attacking prisoners. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

13 June 2003 ()

Dozens of nonviolent protesters at the School of the Americas (officially renamed WHISC) have been
sentenced to months in prison.

The School of the Americas is the US training institution for torture and terrorism. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Nowadays murderers trained there are very active in Colombia. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Monbiot compares Afghanistan's support for Al Qa'ida with US support for the School of the Americas. We
who supported the war against the Taliban could hardly criticize a South American power for attacking the
School of the Americas now. This hypothetical South American power would not even need to adopt a
bellicose foreign policy like Bush's, which calls for attacking any country that might perhaps be a threat. The
US has already sponsored terrorism in their region and is continuing to do so.

12 June 2003 ()

https://web.archive.org/web/20020609131611/http://www.betterworldclub.com:80/newsroom/articles/Harpers_May2002.htm
http://www.betterworldclub.com/newsroom/articles/Harpers_May2002.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030425210817/http://www.betterworldclub.com:80/
http://www.betterworldclub.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20071215125918/http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/opinion/main.jhtml?xml=/opinion/2003/06/08/dl0801.xml&sSheet=/portal/2003/06/08/ixportal.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opinion/main.jhtml?xml=/opinion/2003/06/08/dl0801.xml&sSheet=/portal/2003/06/08/ixportal.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030620090729/http://www.guardian.co.uk:80/worldlatest/story/0,1280,-2769490,00.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/worldlatest/story/0,1280,-2769490,00.html
https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/three-guards-found-guilty-of-beating-inmates
http://www.denverpost.com/Stories/0,1413,36%257E53%257E1445729,00.html
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/WO0302/S00136.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030424105917/http://www.amnestyusa.org:80/stoptorture/msp.pdf
http://www.amnestyusa.org/stoptorture/msp.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20020415222357/http://www.monbiot.com:80/dsp_article.cfm?article_id=465
http://www.monbiot.com/dsp_article.cfm?article_id=465
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Iraqis are protesting Bush rule every day.

Another article about related events shows that Bush has given up on having Iraqis select a provisional
government. Now Bush's temporary administration is going to do that.

12 June 2003 ()

Ed Rosenthal, the medical marijuana grower convicted under federal law by a jury that was kept in the dark
about the facts, was sentenced to just one day in prison. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

While this will relieve the guilt of the jury members, most of whom publicly apologized for what they were
tricked into doing, it does not remove the danger that other juries will be tricked the same way.

If you are on the jury in the trial of someone who grows pot, remember: the purpose of the jury is to stop the
government from imprisoning people when the public is against it. No matter what the law says, you can vote
to acquit the person. And if his "crime" is growing pot, that's exactly what you ought to do.

12 June 2003 ()

Religious fanatics in the US are opposing Palestinian statehood on grounds of biblical prophecy. It would be
amusing if not for the fact that Dubya is closely tied to these fanatics.

12 June 2003 ()

Anglo American, the mining company, is being sued for involvement with paramilitary killings in Colombia.

12 June 2003 ()

The record companies, acting through their instrument the RIAA, threatened a bogus lawsuit against a student
for developing a program that might, among other things, be used to copy music. They stole his entire life
savings. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Some people are taking up a collection for the student, but I don't think that is the right way to help. I agree
with comments some have made that we should contribute to legal battle against the record companies, not
towards paying tribute to them.

The record companies treat musicians like dirt: when you buy the typical commercial CD, the amount of
money that goes to the musicians is zero. The record companies poison music by stuffing it with hype. So don't
believe them when they claim to be acting for the benefit of musicians or music--sharing music is not wrong.
(See www.digitalspeech.org and www.publicknowledge.org.)

Remember that the record companies are everyone's enemies. Don't buy corrupt CDs! 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

12 June 2003 ()

Abas Amini, an Iranian asylum-seeker in the UK, a dissident who faced torture if he went home, sewed his
eyes, lips and ears shut to call attention to his case. He was ultimately granted asylum--but he remains on
hunger strike on behalf of other refugees. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Note especially how the government spokesman denies that Amini's protest had any influence on the decision.
For government bureaucrats, imposing their rules (whether just or not) is the highest value. To be influenced by

http://reuters.us.ed10.net/t/D6UE/8TET/QR/EWJI6
http://reuters.us.ed10.net/t/1F4O/I2F8/QR/A7EXH
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/06/05/us/marijuana-grower-sentenced-to-day-in-prison.html
http://www.mpp.org/states/california/news/ca/marijuana-guru-ed-rosenthal-free.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jun/09/usa.comment
http://www.labournet.net/world/0306/colomb1.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030613112507/http://www.abcnews.go.com:80/sections/scitech/TechTV/techtv_RIAAvsteen030609.html
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/scitech/TechTV/techtv_RIAAvsteen030609.html
http://www.digitalspeech.org/
https://www.publicknowledge.org/
https://web.archive.org/web/20031029235247/http://www.boycott-riaa.com:80/corrupt_cds
http://www.boycott-riaa.com/corrupt_cds
https://web.archive.org/web/20030608202802/http://www.ananova.com:80/news/story/sm_785644.html
http://www.ananova.com/news/story/sm_785644.html
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anything else--whether it be public opinion, justice, or human decency--is the ultimate defeat.

10 June 2003 ()

There were large protests against the meeting of the G8 in Geneva. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

10 June 2003 ()

Australian protesters against marijuana prohibition have been sentenced to long prison terms. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

9 June 2003 ()

The Australian government is pushing a law to let the government arbitrarily declare any organization
"terrorist" and then imprison its members. People who simply repeat what the organization said could be
imprisoned as well.

8 June 2003 ()

How the neoconservatives planned for the opportunity that Bush and 9/11 gave them--and how to criticize their
work in a way that can persuade conservatives to oppose Bush. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

8 June 2003 ()

15 years ago, millions of Americans in manufacturing jobs discovered those jobs were gone forever. Now the
same thing is happening in software and many other technology fields. These jobs are moving to poor countries
where people are paid much less.

I am not quick to make predictions about the future, but I think this marks the end of the days when most
Americans were middle-class. Henceforth most Americans will be working-class and struggling.

I'd like to repeat that I do not see this issue from a nationalist point of view. I have no objection to people in
India or Russia's having programming jobs, any more than I object to buying things made by people in Mexico
or China. However, when moving jobs to another country is just an excuse to cut pay, then I object.

Keep in mind that these changes are not natural phenomena; they are no accident. The US governments has
been pushing for this sort of change for many years.

8 June 2003 ()

UN weapons inspector Hans Blix questions whether we can depend on the report of weapons inspectors
working for Bush; he also says that US intelligence help, which the US gave him only after a few months had
gone by, was worthless. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The most amazing thing in this article is the statement by commentator Max Boot that the apparent
worthlessness of US intelligence about Iraq "actually makes the case for preventive war that much stronger."
He's saying that merely not knowing what a country is doing is reason to attack it.

Bush only proposed to attack countries for developing armed forces that might someday challenge US power.
Boot proposes to attack countries whenever it isn't certain they aren't doing that.

8 June 2003 ()

https://web.archive.org/web/20030604080529/http://indymedia.org:80/g8/en/
http://www.indymedia.org/g8/en/
https://web.archive.org/web/20030605011606/http://country-liberal-party.com:80/pages/parliamentary-invasion.htm
http://www.country-liberal-party.com/pages/parliamentary-invasion.htm
https://stallman.org/extra/australia-fascism.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030603220404/http://www.crisispapers.org:80/Editorials/PNAC-Primer.htm
http://www.crisispapers.org/Editorials/PNAC-Primer.htm
https://www.sfgate.com/business/article/Techies-see-jobs-go-overseas-Opposition-to-2571861.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20030623185724/http://www.csmonitor.com:80/2003/0606/dailyUpdate.html
http://www.csmonitor.com/2003/0606/dailyUpdate.html
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A close aide to Berlusconi gave the mafia a protection deal.

This could be why his party won all the seats in Sicily.

8 June 2003 ()

Mugabe's forces continue to use violence to suppress protests in Zimbabwe, but the opposition stands firm. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Troops went so far as to force workers to get on the train to go to work. But even the police are abandoning
Mugabe.

8 June 2003 ()

An ABC News story reports that "officials" admit that the talk about Saddam's weapons was just an excuse for
a war they sought for other reasons. Supposedly the purpose was to discourage terrorists. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

If that was truly the purpose, it is likely to backfire, as the war itself created hatred for the US around the world
and especially in Arab countries. Resistance against US occupation in Iraq continues.

Veteran US intelligence agents are now accusing Bush of "cooking the intelligence". 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

An article on CNN suggests that Bush lied to the public about Iraqi weapons and distorted intelligence reports
about Iraq when talking to Congress; and asserts that this would be grounds for impeachment.

I take issue with a few points in the article. One is the statement that Enron was not Bush's doing. There is
reason to suspect that the administration aided Enron in various ways, whether or not it knew specifically about
the fraudulent accounting. Another, more important, is the idea that people should give the President the benefit
of the doubt in what he says. Various presidents, of both parties, show a pattern of lying to the public, and this
president also stole the election.

I doubt that the Republican-controlled House of Representatives would vote for impeachment even if Bush
were to admit that he lied. Impeachment nowadays is reserved for Democrats who lie about their private lives.

Meanwhile, there are reports that Cheney pressured the CIA to distort its findings. He too should be
impeached.

Meanwhile, Tony Blair is trying to blame "rogue spies" in the UK intelligence service for the accusation that he
manipulated their findings. I guess anyone who admits this would be a "rogue" from Blair's point of view. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Blair's spokesman argues, in effect, that Blair has so much ex officio credibility that accusations from lesser
men are never reason to doubt his word. This resembles the argument I criticized above. In any case, it is not
just people but also facts that weigh in on the issue.

And a UK official accused Blair and Bush of going for the oil. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

There is increasing demand for a public inquiry into Blair's conduct. Perhaps both of these liars will fall from
power due to their lies.

There is pressure on Australian Prime Minister Howard as well.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jan/08/italy.philipwillan
https://web.archive.org/web/20040805073345/http://www.news24.com:80/News24/Africa/Zimbabwe/0,,2-11-259_1369982,00.html
http://www.news24.com/News24/Africa/Zimbabwe/0,,2-11-259_1369982,00.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jun/05/zimbabwe.andrewmeldrum
https://web.archive.org/web/20030601203737/http://abcnews.go.com:80/sections/nightline/US/globalshow_030425.html
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/nightline/US/globalshow_030425.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030508113335/http://www.commondreams.org:80/views03/0501-09.htm
http://www.commondreams.org/views03/0501-09.htm
http://www.cnn.com/2003/LAW/06/06/findlaw.analysis.dean.wmd/
https://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/06/05/1054700335400.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030627073745/http://www.femail.co.uk:80/pages/standard/article.html?in_article_id=183423&in_page_id=2
http://www.femail.co.uk/pages/standard/article.html?in_article_id=183423&in_page_id=2
https://web.archive.org/web/20041030075755/http://quote.bloomberg.com:80/apps/news?pid=10000087&sid=ahJS35XsmXGg&refer=top_world_news
http://quote.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=10000087&sid=ahJS35XsmXGg&refer=top_world_news
https://www.smh.com.au/articles/2003/06/06/1054700371778.html
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And an Australian intelligence analyst resigned in protest because of the distortion he saw was going on.

7 June 2003 ()

The AFL-CIO accuses Comcast of trying to intimidate workers who are planning to form a union.

7 June 2003 ()

An Anarchist prisoner in Oregon is being treated cruelly after he convinced the state government it had to
overturn a prohibition on his receiving anarchist publications. It appears the prison system is punishing him for
winning a legal battle with them. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The cruelty includes "losing" his property and denying him medical care.

7 June 2003 ()

Interesting Bush quotes:

"I don't want to be the world's policeman"

-George W. Bush (2000 election debates)

"We cannot be all things to all people"

-George W. Bush (2000 election debates)

"I think the United States must be humble, and must be proud and confident of our values,
but humble in how we treat nations that are figuring out how to chart their own course"

-George W. Bush (2000 election debates)

"Too much use of American power overseas causes the nation to look like 'the ugly
American'."

-George W. Bush (2000 election campaign)

7 June 2003 ()

Blair continues to insist that falsified Iraqi evidence was real.

Apparently he thinks that he can get away with any lie as long as he never admits it was a lie.

7 June 2003 ()

The House of Representatives votes to exempt the DOD from some environmental laws--something that the
DOD does not really need, but Bush wants. The Senate voted against. The decision rests with a conference
committee. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

7 June 2003 ()

Charles Kennedy, leader of the Liberal Democrats in the UK, has denounced Tony Blair for lying about the
supposed Iraqi weapons of mass destruction. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/2962164.stm
http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A21748-2003Jun5
https://web.archive.org/web/20030605150227/http://www.infoshop.org:80/inews/stories.php?story=03/05/30/0592181
http://www.infoshop.org/inews/stories.php?story=03/05/30/0592181
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/the-niger-connection-tony-blair-forged-documents-and-the-case-for-war-107656.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20020701043150/http://www.hsus.org:80/ace/14419
http://www.hsus.org/ace/14419
https://web.archive.org/web/20030824123056/http://www.dailytimes.com.pk:80/default.asp?page=story_4-6-2003_pg4_12
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=story_4-6-2003_pg4_12
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7 June 2003 ()

The government of Zimbabwe is arresting opposition leaders for holding protests. All protests have been
banned. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

In other articles I've read that the Zimbabwe opposition called for a national strike and closure of businesses,
that it was very effective, and that the government is forcing shop owners to open their shops.

Note that "draconian security laws allowing the government to ban any gathering" also exist, practically
speaking, in the US. Protests are often banned.

7 June 2003 ()

The reports of a former soldier who escaped from North Korea.

6 June 2003 ()

The roadmap for peace seems to have induced both Sharon and Abu Mazen to make substantial concessions.

5 June 2003 ()

Blair is under pressure for lying about supposed Iraqi weapons of mass destruction. People in the UK are
realizing that they went to war because they were lied to. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

5 June 2003 ()

Record companies are suing Streamcast for making internal preparations to launch an internet broadcasting
service. The motive appears to be that they lost another lawsuit against Streamcast over its peer to peer
software.

Record companies treat most musicians like dirt, then, in the name of those same musicans, demand power to
impose copy restriction on the public. Making and selling records is not wrong, but today's record companies
deserve to be eliminated.

5 June 2003 ()

A leading Scottish lawyer calls for legalization of all drugs. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

I don't advocate full legalization of addictive drugs. Perhaps it is better for doctors to prescribe them to anyone
who is addicted--that would wipe out the profits of the sellers, and take the crushing burden of the law off of
users, without letting businesses sell and advertise them.

5 June 2003 ()

Bush puts the duh in double-you.

-- Mindy Richlen

4 June 2003 ()

A Bush supporter has made a fictional movie about September 11, falsely portraying Bush as attempting, at
least in spirit, to oppose the terrorist attacks.

http://www.irinnews.org/report/44082/zimbabwe-mdc-leader-arrested-first-day-protests
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A7300-2003Jun3.html
https://www.csmonitor.com/2003/0513/p01s04-woap.html
http://www.mideastweb.org/windsofpeace.htm
https://www.aljazeera.com/archive/2003/06/200849163752348634.html
http://groups.google.com/groups?selm=3edaafbc_3%40news1.vip.uk.com
http://articles.latimes.com/2003/jun/03/business/fi-morpheus3
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810115334/http://www.thescotsman.co.uk:80/scotland.cfm?id=613192003
http://www.thescotsman.co.uk/scotland.cfm?id=613192003
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1052251698534&call_page=TS_Columnists&call_pageid=970599109774&call_pagepath=Columnists
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For comparison here's what Bush really did on that day. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-12 because the old link was broken.]

4 June 2003 ()

The spymasters in the CIA are angry at Bush, because he distorted their intelligence reports about Iraq so as to
fabricate an excuse for war.

4 June 2003 ()

What De Toqueville had to say about Dubya.

4 June 2003 ()

Friends become enemies, as the US arranges regime change after regime change.

4 June 2003 ()

In Honduras, loggers have made death threats against environmental activists. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

4 June 2003 ()

Reports in the British Medical Journal explain how big drug companies use their money to distort medical
research, and manipulate journals, govrnments, doctors, and patients. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

For the BMJ articles, see this and this. 
[References updated on 2018-05-10 because the old links were broken.]

3 June 2003 ()

The UK government knew that its use of cluster bombs in inhabited areas was a war crime.

3 June 2003 ()

Part of the reason that the FCC is planning to betray the public interest to give concessions to big media
companies could be that media companies give lots of favors to the FCC commissioners and staff. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

They may also figure that the public mostly gets its news through those same media companies--which means
the unfavorable coverage of this change will be limited. Media concentration in the US has gone so far that we
need to do more than just resist further changes. The US needs to break up its media conglomerates.

3 June 2003 ()

Sean Penn explains his opposition to Dubya's invasion of Iraq. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The Bush regime is making absurd accusations against Iran much like those made previously against Iraq. This
suggests that Dubya is planning another war. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

2 June 2003 ()

https://web.archive.org/web/20030512043255/http://www.cooperativeresearch.org:80/timeline/main/essayaninterestingday.html
http://www.cooperativeresearch.org/timeline/main/essayaninterestingday.html
http://www.cnn.com/2003/US/05/30/nyt.kristof/
http://www.dawn.com/2003/06/03/op.htm#3
http://www.dawn.com/2003/06/03/op.htm#4
https://web.archive.org/web/20030523201217/http://web.amnesty.org:80/library/Index/ENGAMR370092003?open&of=ENG-HND
http://web.amnesty.org/library/Index/ENGAMR370092003?open&of=ENG-HND
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn3781-research-funded-by-drug-companies-is-biased/
http://asia.reuters.com/newsArticle.jhtml?type=healthNews&storyID=2853211
https://web.archive.org/web/20030604143623/http://bmj.com:80/content/vol326/issue7400/twib.shtml#326/7400/0-c
https://web.archive.org/web/20030604143623/http://bmj.com:80/content/vol326/issue7400/twib.shtml#326/7400/0-b
http://bmj.com/content/vol326/issue7400/twib.shtml#326/7400/0-c
http://bmj.com/content/vol326/issue7400/twib.shtml#326/7400/0-b
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/allied-use-of-cluster-bombs-illegal-minister-admits-106763.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030802042118/http://www.bayarea.com:80/mld/mercurynews/5975800.htm
http://www.bayarea.com/mld/mercurynews/5975800.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030605094304/http://www.truthout.org:80/docs_03/060103B.shtml
http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/060103B.shtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20030602122041/http://www.dailystar.com.lb:80/opinion/29_05_03_b.asp
http://www.dailystar.com.lb/opinion/29_05_03_b.asp
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Yitzhak Frankenthal, whose son was killed in a fight with Palestinians, calls on the Israeli right wing to make
peace, rather than cause more deaths for the sake of the occupation. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

2 June 2003 ()

Indonesian soldiers recently arrested and shot 18 unarmed men and boys in Aceh. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

1 June 2003 ()

Exxon-Mobil is being sued for hiring the Indonesian Army as mercenaries to terrorize citizens in Aceh. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

29 May 2003 ()

The UK is trying out a system that automatically stops cars from going faster than the speed limit. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The system's intended purpose is bad enough, but the implementation is even worse. It is based on keeping
track of the car's position at all times. The system could easily remember your movements permanently, and the
police could check.

They say the system is not going to be mandatory for all cars, but we can hardly trust them not to change their
minds.

29 May 2003 ()

Trainspotters--railway buffs who photograph trains and record which ones go where-- are being treated in the
UK as potential terrorists.

This anti-terrorism measure, like many, reflects idiotic paranoia. If terrorists ever want to attack a train, they
don't need to take photos conspicuously in a train station to do it.

But it would make no sense for terrorists to attack a long-distance train, when a bomb could kill a lot more
people in the London Underground. This security measure is like locking the window while the door is wide
open.

29 May 2003 ()

Blair is accused of breaking a promise not to tap the phones of members of Parliament.

29 May 2003 ()

The story of Hiba, 19, a suicide bomber. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

You can look at this as an illustration of how religion can drive people crazy, or as an example of desperation
produced by oppression.

29 May 2003 ()

Bush plans to execute prisoners in Guantanamo Bay (without giving them fair trials, of course). 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

https://web.archive.org/web/20070423153042/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=298859&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=298859&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
https://web.archive.org/web/20030605152030/http://www.indonesianetwork.org:80/aceh/news/tni_massacre.htm
http://www.indonesianetwork.org/aceh/news/tni_massacre.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20020701111916/http://www.laborrights.org:80/projects/corporate/exxon/index.html
http://www.laborrights.org/projects/corporate/exxon/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20071215122227/http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/05/29/nslow29.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/05/29/ixhome.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/05/29/nslow29.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/05/29/ixhome.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/2943304.stm
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2003/may/01/uk.northernireland
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/the-story-of-hiba-19-a-suicide-bomber-can-the-road-map-put-an-end-to-all-this-106336.html
http://groups.google.com/groups?selm=veZAa.157%24p_3.110%40newssvr31.news.prodigy.com
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/jun/12/afghanistan.alqaida
http://www.thecouriermail.news.com.au/common/story_page/0,5936,6494000%255E401,00.html
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The purpose of such executions would be to terrorize opponents of the empire--justice plays no part. For this
purpose, trials are unnecessary. Punishing someone falsely accused would be just as effective for terror as
punishing someone actually guilty. Punishing people simply for being enemies of the US would be...capital.

28 May 2003 ()

Bush's war on women is being carried out quietly, without demanding legislation, but it is devastating. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

28 May 2003 ()

The Indian government says it cannot afford to provide drinking water to the public, but it has money to
subsidize the water megacorporations in privatization. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

28 May 2003 ()

Dubya's cuts in spending for the poor are starting to really hurt Americans.

26 May 2003 ()

A fact-finding mission to investigate the consequences of the BP pipeline deal was constantly shadowed by
Turkish police, and sometimes arrested. They did not dare inverview local inhabitants for fear those would be
punished for talking to them. 
[References updated on 2018-05-10 because the old links were broken.]

26 May 2003 ()

Senator Byrd is one of the few US legislators to persistently oppose the invasion of Iraq and denounce Dubya's
lies. Here's a moving speech. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

25 May 2003 ()

The Pentagon is developing a radar system to identify people by their pattern of body motions. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

This system is Big Brother's dream, a system that can be deployed eventually on every street corner to record
everyone's movements. (It may take five years to be cheap enough for quantity deployment.) Put this together
with the statement that TIA (formerly Total Information Awareness) will only use "lawfully acquired" data, and
you see that that statement is no reassurance at all. If the US government deploys this system, it will certainly
deem the data to be "lawfully acquired".

Characteristically, the developers said what engineers always say when they have switched off their
consciences: "How this is used is not my department".

25 May 2003 ()

The UK is planning a censorship law that would prohibit "giving a (so-called) child anything that relates to
sexual activity or contains a reference to such activity". This clearly includes most novels that you can buy in
an ordinary book store.

As usual, the term "child" is used as a form of deception, since it includes teenagers of an age at which a large
fraction of people are sexually active nowadays. People we would not normally call children.

https://web.archive.org/web/20030314105356/http://villagevoice.com:80/issues/0310/goldstein.php
http://www.villagevoice.com/issues/0310/goldstein.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20030606161633/http://outlookindia.com:80/full.asp?sid=1&fodname=20030602&fname=Water+(F)
http://www.outlookindia.com/full.asp?fodname=20030602&fname=Water+%28F%29&sid=1
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/may/26/usa.internationaleducationnews
https://web.archive.org/web/20030501130305/http://www.bakuceyhan.org.uk:80/news02.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030619013733/http://www.bakuceyhan.org.uk:80/news04.htm
http://www.bakuceyhan.org.uk/news02.htm
http://www.bakuceyhan.org.uk/news04.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030526200612/http://www.senate.gov:80/~byrd/byrd_speeches/byrd_speeches_2003may/byrd_speeches_2003may_list/byrd_speeches_2003may_list_2.html
http://www.senate.gov/~byrd/byrd_speeches/byrd_speeches_2003may/byrd_speeches_2003may_list/byrd_speeches_2003may_list_2.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030606215437/http://newsobserver.com:80/24hour/technology/story/892547p-6218025c.html
http://newsobserver.com/24hour/technology/story/892547p-6218025c.html
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2003/jun/06/pressandpublishing.lords
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The law would also prohibit "encouraging a (so-called) child to take part in sexual activity." I think that
everyone age 14 or above ought to take part in sex, though not indiscriminately. (Some people are ready
earlier.) It is unnatural for humans to abstain from sex past puberty, and while I wouldn't try to pressure anyone
to participate, I certainly encourage everyone to do so.

This web site is currently hosted in the UK. If the law is adopted, will my web site be a crime? I will have to
talk with the people who host the site about whether I should move it to another country.

(The hosting company responded that I don't need to move.)

25 May 2003 ()

A UN envoy reports that Israel has violated treaties by systematically destroying Palestinian housing and other
facilities. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

25 May 2003 ()

Amnesty International has denounced a pipeline deal to build a pipeline through Turkey to the Caspian Sea.

It's not that the pipeline is bad in itself. Rather, British Petrolium has exacted a heavy price for deigning to do
business in Turkey, a price measured not just in money but in human rights. The deal sets aside European
human rights principles and gives BP special privileges. It also indemnifies BP against whatever costs it may
incur due to protection of the rights of anyone else, in effect placing BP above the citizens of Turkey.

NAFTA does this, and the proposed Free Trade Area of the Americas does the same, which is why it must be
rejected entirely.

25 May 2003 ()

Sharon talks about willingness to make peace, when someone wants to hear that, but he does (and says) the
opposite. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

This resembles what Israel for a long time accused the PLO of doing: saying it was willing to make peace,
while elsewhere calling for the destruction of Israel and expulsion of the Jews. The Israeli policy is to say it is
willing to make peace, while in fact engineering the expulsion of the Palestinians.

25 May 2003 ()

The UN security council caved in and gave Bush more or less what he wants in Iraq.

Far from saving the UN from irrelevance, this means the UN is drifting towards uselessness. The only possible
utility today for an international body is to resist the US empire and protect the rights of the general world
public.

24 May 2003 ()

The governor of Maryland signed a medical marijuana bill, defying pressure from the Drug Czar. Let's hope
this czar's brutal regime will come to an end soon.

24 May 2003 ()

The accusations against the activists arrested in the infamous "scuola Diaz" raid were dropped because the
activists did not resist the police.

https://web.archive.org/web/20030618233634/http://www.ohchr.org:80/news/Kothari%20on%20OPT.htm
http://www.ohchr.org/news/Kothari%20on%20OPT.htm
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2003/may/20/oilandpetrol.news
https://web.archive.org/web/20070423193953/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=296129&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=296129&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
https://www.dawn.com/news/1064576/dawn-editorial-may-24-2003
http://web.archive.org/web/20030602144901/http://www.mpp.org/releases/nr052203md.html
http://www.repubblica.it/online/politica/placanica/diaz/diaz.html
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A BBC video of a journalist being beaten up by the police was handed to the judges dealing with the case
against the police.

23 May 2003 ()

Colin Powell said that Saddam had biological weapons factories in railroad cars, but the Bush forces (as of
May 11) had not even bothered to ask Iraqi railroad personnell about them. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Perhaps they knew there was nothing to look for.

23 May 2003 ()

An FBI agent in a car deliberately drove it into Steven Hatfill, who was taking a picture of him. Instead of
arresting the FBI agent, the DC police then gave Hatfill a ticket. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

Steven Hatfill is suspected of being involved in the anthrax attacks of 2001, but there is no proof. Tomorrow
the suspect could be you. You need not actually do anything wrong to be suspected.

When the police can commit violence against suspects with impunity, when the victim is punished and the
perpetrator is not even arrested, they are far more dangerous than anthrax.

23 May 2003 ()

Bush is Top Gun when it comes to destroying jobs in the US. More generally, Republican presidents are much
worse than Democrats when it comes to creating jobs. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

I should note that the jobs created during Clinton's presidency were mostly McJobs, aside from the ones in the
.com bubble. That is because of business-driven globalization.

23 May 2003 ()

The US army recognizes the danger of depleted uranium ammunition to the point of telling troops to stay away
from targets that were hit with them. By contrast, Iraqi civilians are given no protection at all.

Any country that thinks of the US as an ally that would come to its aid against an attack had better be
concerned about the fallout damage that US "conventional" weapons might cause to the population in the
course of "defending" it.

23 May 2003 ()

A profile of Canadian journalist Barrie Zwicker, who seriously examines the evidence that Bush was involved
in some sort of conspiracy about 9/11. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

Michele Landsberg wrote a follow-up about a response to that article.

23 May 2003 ()

The Pentagon is trying to continue with Total Information Awareness, but to protect us from surveillance, it is
changing the name. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

http://www.mir.it/g8/news/20030520/3eca202266d3e.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030525210837/http://www.commondreams.org:80/headlines03/0511-02.htm
http://www.commondreams.org/headlines03/0511-02.htm
http://www.cnn.com/2003/US/05/19/hatfill/
http://www.sunspot.net/news/health/bal-te.hatfill20may20,0,4660036.story?coll=bal-health-headlines
https://web.archive.org/web/20030603211835/http://www.commondreams.org:80/views03/0506-07.htm
http://www.commondreams.org/views03/0506-07.htm
https://www.csmonitor.com/2003/0515/p01s02-woiq.html
https://ratical.org/ratville/CAH/doubt911vers.html
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1052251546550&call_page=TS_Columnists&call_pageid=970599109774&call_pagepath=Columnists
http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1052251602426&call_page=TS_SimpleSearch&call_pageid=971358637177&call_pagepath=SimpleSearch
https://web.archive.org/web/20030601181906/http://truthout.org:80/docs_03/052103C.shtml
http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/052103C.shtml
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They say that this system "will only analyze legally acquired information". This is hardly any limitation, since
the USA PAT RIOT act made it easy for the government to legally acquire commercial records about
individuals on a wholesale basis.

Moreover, the US and the UK have a long-standing deal where each one spies on the citizens of the other and
then they trade. This way they can superficially comply with laws such as the one prohibiting the CIA to spy
within the US, while actually making a mockery of it.

23 May 2003 ()

The UK, with the goal of preventing prostitution, has adopted a policy that certain people can be arrested
merely for being on a street. It is now a crime for a certain citizen to go anywhere on foot. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

In theory she is not subject to house arrest. She could travel by taxi, if she can get between the taxi and the
destination before the police see her. But she probably cannot afford to actually do this. In effect, this is a
sentence of house arrest, but pretending not to be one.

I wonder how she is supposed to get food to eat. Even if she can get money to buy some, she can't go to the
store.

23 May 2003 ()

A commentator suggests that US interventionism means, paradoxically, that Israel will cease to be important to
the US.

However, this argument may fall down if the the religious fanatics who control the US government care more
about their fanaticism than about power politics.

22 May 2003 ()

Time To Question the U.S. Role In Saudi Arabia. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

22 May 2003 ()

The nuclear "arms reduction" treaty proposed by Bush and Putin is so weak that it is a sham. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

20 May 2003 ()

Amnesty International's observers have rejected Israeli demands to sign documents saying that Israel has no
responsibility for killings and destruction committed by its army. As a result, its observers have been excluded
from Gaza. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

20 May 2003 ()

Hundreds of civilians have been killed in Baghdad since the end of combat there, by other Iraqis. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The Bush forces are not directly responsible for the individual killings, since they did not do or order these
killings. However, the Bush invasion and the subsequent failure to establish order are responsible for them
overall.

https://web.archive.org/web/20071215125519/http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/05/21/npro21.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/05/21/ixhome.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/05/21/npro21.xml&sSheet=/news/2003/05/21/ixhome.html
https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/1.4786192
https://web.archive.org/web/20030622133044/http://www.foreignpolicy-infocus.org:80/commentary/2003/0305saudi.html
http://www.foreignpolicy-infocus.org/commentary/2003/0305saudi.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20020612071649/http://www.nrdc.org:80/nuclear/atreaty02.asp
http://www.nrdc.org/nuclear/atreaty02.asp
https://web.archive.org/web/20030512153939/http://web.amnesty.org:80/library/Index/ENGMDE150402003
http://web.amnesty.org/library/Index/ENGMDE150402003
https://web.archive.org/web/20030810111209/http://www.counterpunch.org:80/reeves05162003.html
http://www.counterpunch.org/reeves05162003.html
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20 May 2003 ()

US bank lobbyists made a deal in 1996 to "temporarily" prohibit states from giving greater protection for
individuals' financial records. Ralph Nader warns that now they're trying to cheat on the deal by making this
permanent.

20 May 2003 ()

Links to varios pages about the state of emergency in Serbia. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

19 May 2003 ()

Israel now hardly hesitates to murder foreigners who nonviolently try to prevent atrocities, or even reporters
who try to cover them. The reason is that other governments support Israel against the Palestinians--and support
Isreal so strongly that they treat their own citizens as enemies if they get in Israel's way. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

19 May 2003 ()

The FCC is charging ahead with rule changes that would increase corporate control over mass media in the
US. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The US coverage of the war shows that US broadcasters are already under tight control. But there is always
room for this sort of thing to get worse.

19 May 2003 ()

The recent terrorist bombings in Saudi Arabia and Morocco demonstrate that the war in Iraq had little effect in
terms of fighting terrorism. It may have made things worse--it may have boosted Islamist fanatics, by taking
away the only competing secular alternative for Arab resistance to US power.

Meanwhile, 300,000 Iraqi children now face death from malnutrition.

Some supporters of the war argued that it was a way to lift the burden of sanctions from Iraqi children. In fact
the sanctions system was supposed to allow import of the food and medicine they needed, but the US
persistently distorted the workings of the system in order to block them; hence the burden on Iraqi children.

18 May 2003 ()

Israel has quietly stopped imprisoning reservists who refuse to serve in the occupied territories. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

These refuseniks generally remain willing to fight if Israel were attacked militarily, but they are unwilling to
participate in oppressing helpless civilians.

18 May 2003 ()

Mobile phones with video capability are already putting the principle of the secret ballot at risk. The Mafia is
using them to buy votes. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

18 May 2003 ()

http://dissidentvoice.org/Articles5/Nader_Credit-Reporting.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030608181232/http://millosh.org:80/index.php?subj=drustvo/zemlje/srbija/vs-2003/index&lang=en&alpha=lat
http://www.millosh.org/index.php?subj=drustvo/zemlje/srbija/vs-2003/index&lang=en&alpha=lat
https://web.archive.org/web/20040508011834/http://www.zmag.org:80/content/showarticle.cfm?SectionID=22&ItemID=3604
http://zmag.org/content/showarticle.cfm?SectionID=3D22&ItemID=3D3604
https://web.archive.org/web/20030601073912/http://thenation.com:80/doc.mhtml?i=20030602&s=nichols
http://thenation.com/doc.mhtml?i=20030602&s=nichols
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2003/may/18/terrorism.saudiarabia
http://www.jordantimes.com/Thu/news/news7.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20071219043610/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=293820&contrassID=2&subContrassID=1&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=293820&contrassID=2&subContrassID=1&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
https://web.archive.org/web/20030519082332/http://www.reuters.co.uk:80/newsArticle.jhtml?type=internetNews&storyID=2752458
http://www.reuters.co.uk/newsArticle.jhtml?type=internetNews&storyID=2752458
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Activist Roberto Verzola is on hunger strike to oppose the use of genetically modified corn in the Philippines. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

I'm not totally opposed to genetically modified crops; in proper circumstances, and if properly tested, they may
someday be able to help billions of poor people to live better.

However, it would take years to do careful testing, and corporations refuse to take the time. Meanwhile, when
these seeds are priced beyond the resources of poor people, they can only be of use to agribusiness. The effect
on billions of poor tends to be harmful, since they can neither compete with agribusiness nor buy its products.

18 May 2003 ()

Supposed "lifting" of "closure" in occupied Palestine, Israeli policy continues to impose constant cruelty. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The cruelty, which officials often refuse to acknowledge, bears no relation to maintaining security. The victims
are not chosen because of any suspicion that they did or will attack anyone. The policy makes sense only as a
tool for ethnic cleansing: a plan to force Palestinians into exile by making their lives permanent hell.

18 May 2003 ()

This article provides background information on the political views of Shiites in Iraq.

What I've read elsewhere accords with this. For instance, the assumption of power in Iran by Shiite cleric
Khomeini, far from being in accord with Shiite tradition, actually turned it upside down.

17 May 2003 ()

Police in Croatia arrested anti-globalization protesters for chanting slogans. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

16 May 2003 ()

An interesting profile of Laura Gordon, a Jew who visited Israel and then Gaza, and joined the International
Solidarity Movement because of what she saw. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

15 May 2003 ()

The Bush forces are blocking the return of UN weapons inspectors to Iraq. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

15 May 2003 ()

In a conversation between Iraqi citizens and US students, the Iraqis overwhelmingly took the position that the
US is an occupier, not their liberator. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

14 May 2003 ()

Commentary on Israel's attacks on the International Solidarity Movement. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

14 May 2003 ()

https://web.archive.org/web/20030518172436/http://www.bwf.org:80/hs3.shtml
http://www.bwf.org/hs3.shtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20030618072109/http://www.haaretzdaily.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=293336&sw=%22Empty+gestures%22
http://www.haaretzdaily.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=293336&sw=%22Empty+gestures%22
http://www.dawn.com/2003/05/17/op.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20030606204014/http://millosh.org:80/index.php?subj=drustvo/arhiva/2003/05/08/1&lang=en&alpha=lat
http://millosh.org/index.php?subj=drustvo/arhiva/2003/05/08/1&lang=en&alpha=lat
https://web.archive.org/web/20030618050945/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=293871&sw=ISM
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=293871&sw=ISM
https://web.archive.org/web/20030525211611/http://www.commondreams.org:80/headlines03/0511-04.htm
http://www.commondreams.org/headlines03/0511-04.htm
https://www.mediamonitors.net/troubling-but-helpful-us-iraqi-dialogue/
http://www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=3D26158
https://web.archive.org/web/20040229184638/http://www.zmag.org:80/content/showarticle.cfm?SectionID=22&ItemID=3601
http://zmag.org/content/showarticle.cfm?SectionID=22&ItemID=3601
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A month after Bush conquered Iraq, Baghdad is still in a state of looting and violence. They have not repaired
the water system, so cholera is spreading. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

14 May 2003 ()

The teams searching in Iraq for weapons of mass destruction are planning to give up, with still no evidence
found.

The article indicates a pattern of mishandling of this search by the Bush forces. It is either a case of extreme
incompetence, or perhaps Bush decided to let these sites be looted in order to create an excuse for the expected
failure to find anything.

14 May 2003 ()

The Bush roadmap for peace between Israel and Palestine is running into a severe obstacle at the outset, about
whether Palestinian refugees have the right to return.

Two articles about the issue: here and here. 
[References updated on 2018-05-10 because the old links were broken.]

14 May 2003 ()

Henry Norr, a reporter fired by the San Francisco Chronicle for participating in an anti-war protest, remains
defiant. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

He and his union are going to fight the decision. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

14 May 2003 ()

Israel is systematically arresting the ISM "human shield" activists who have witnessed Israeli government
violence against Palestinians and often nonviolently blocked it with their bodies. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

The article mentions that foreigners are now prohibited from entering Gaza without Israeli government
permission. It does not mention that Israeli citizens were already prohibited. The result is that nobody but
Palestinians can be in Gaza without Israeli permission.

The areas where atrocities are committed, including the area of Rafah where all the houses are being
demolished, the area where Rachel Corrie was crushed by a bulldozer protecting one, have been declared
"closed military zones". In other words, the Army has a "no witnesses" policy.

When the Israeli government says that ISM activists interfere with army actions, that is true in a way. The
ISM's nonviolent resistance tactics have often blocked acts of violence against unarmed people. But when the
army says it "fears" that more ISM activists may be killed by the army, that is completely dishonest. "I'm afraid
I may kill you if you get in my way" expresses menace, not concern.

Palestinians have sometimes lied about the magnitude of Israeli violence; the Israeli government points to those
instances as an excuse to deny all reports of atrocities that come from Palestinians. Foreigners have provided an
independent witness to events. Now there will be no witness for whatever the Israeli army chooses to do. It will
be in a position to murder people by the dozens and bulldoze houses by the score every day, and call the
reports lies. Their plan is to turn Palestine into a black hole from which news cannot escape.

https://web.archive.org/web/20030528140801/http://www.infoshop.org:80/inews/stories.php?story=03/05/08/6060583
http://www.infoshop.org/inews/stories.php?story=03/05/08/6060583
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/06/12/AR2006061200917.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030618073814/http://www.indymedia.org.il:80/imc/webcast/56034.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20051220202344/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=292147&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
http://www.indymedia.org.il/imc/webcast/56034.html
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=292147&contrassID=2&subContrassID=4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
https://web.archive.org/web/20030427162604/http://www.sfbg.com:80/wartime/norr.html
http://www.sfbg.com/wartime/norr.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030503193152/http://www.sfbg.com:80/37/31/news_norr.html
http://www.sfbg.com/37/31/news_norr.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20030512042006/http://www.haaretz.com:80/hasen/spages/291714.html
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/291714.html
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People have sometimes criticized the Palestinians for failing to try nonviolent resistance. In fact, they are trying
it; the International Solidarity Movement is a nonviolent resistance movement organized and carried out by
Palestinians and foreigners together. If Israel uses repression to crush nonviolent Palestinian resistance, that also
crushes the justification for criticizing Palestinians for using violence.

14 May 2003 ()

The whole US is rushing to adopt the vulnerable system which Bush used in Florida to block many Blacks
from voting. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

11 May 2003 ()

Dubya wants to spend billions of taxpayer's dollars on building nuclear power plants. (Utilities don't want to
build them with their own money.) 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

10 May 2003 ()

A European Union report says that European governments have responded to 9/11 with hasty and unnecessary
elimination of civil liberties.

(I first saw this article in the Independent.)

10 May 2003 ()

Here's more information about Dubya's obstruction of the investigation into the 9/11 attacks. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

Another article goes into more details of what is known and what answers Bush is hiding. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

9 May 2003 ()

A sociological report on how people resist surveillance.

9 May 2003 ()

At Kent State University, at a protest marking the anniversary of the 1970 massacre of students by US troops,
police went on a spree of arrests against peaceful protesters.

7 May 2003 ()

The City of Chicago has to pay a million dollars for encouraging off-duty cops to beat up citizens. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

In other words, the reason unjustifiable police violence is so common is that the government system
systematically condones and encourages it.

6 May 2003 ()

The "smoking dolphin" shows the harm that "free trade" treaties do to environmental protection.

The harmful effects are no accident. They come directly from a rule that countries cannot treat physically
identical goods (in this case, tuna) differently according to the manner in which they were caught, harvested or
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processed. Treaties that prohibit environmental protection requirements, or public health requirements, or fair
labor standards requirements, must be overturned.

5 May 2003 ()

Bush continues to obstruct release of information about why his administration failed to prevent the 9/11
attacks. Naturally, the reason given for this obstruction is "national security." 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

5 May 2003 ()

Read Dubya's resume. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

4 May 2003 ()

When US troops shot peaceful protesters in Falluja, Iraq, they also killed someone who was just passing by.
Now his nephew speaks of joining Al Qa'ida for revenge. 
[Reference updated on 2018-09-06 because the old link was broken.]

Joining Al Qa'ida was nearly impossible for Iraqis while Saddam Hussein's grip was in place, but it will be
very difficult for a US military government to prevent them. They would need to set up an indigenous dictator
who would have to build up a machine of repression much like Saddam's.

I will not say that Bush has intended all along to replace Saddam with another Saddam. Perhaps he expects that
a less brutal tyranny will suffice to keep Iraq in line. But I think that won't actually work, and when it fails, I
think Bush will turn to a new Saddam on the grounds that it is the only way to keep the resistance in check.
(The same excuse was probably used to justify the first Saddam.)

Meanwhile, an Arab journalist reports that Palestinians regard the newly published "road map" as a failure
before it starts. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

3 May 2003 ()

The US government criticized Israel for killing civilians in its attacks against Palestinians. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

3 May 2003 ()

A US student articulately reports on the pro-war bias of the classes in her school. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

It calls to mind the racist and militarist attitudes tought by schools in Japan through the end of World War II,
and the poisonous attitude taught by US-funded school textbooks in Afghanistan.

3 May 2003 ()

A couple of US citizens who made the mistake of eating in an Indian restaurant in New York were threatened
with being arrested and kept incommunicado. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

That's the PAT-RIOT act for you. And note how the taxi driver, also a US citizen, was afraid that he would be
punished if anyone stood up for his rights.
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http://www.alternet.org/story.html?StoryID=15770
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2 May 2003 ()

On the unnecessary state of emergency in Serbia, and how the assassination of the president was used as an
excuse to crack down on people that the government did not like. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

When US President Kennedy was assassinated, the US did not arrest dissidents, ban strikes, etc.

1 May 2003 ()

Bush forces shot protesters in Iraq, and made the standard excuse that someone was shooting at them. But there
were no bulletholes in the building that was behind them. 
[Reference updated on 2018-05-10 because the old link was broken.]

(I heard subsequently on the radio that this happened a second time, with troops shooting at people who were
protesting the first shootings.)

1 May 2003 ()

Bush's plans for democracy in Iraq don't seem to include letting the Iraqi people decide their own copyright
laws. US record companies think they are going to make the decision. 
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